TEXAS MOBILITY SUMMIT 2019
PARTNERSHIP PROFILES

BACKGROUND
The Texas Innovation Alliance is an action network
of local, regional and state agencies and research
institutions who are galvanized to be a force
multiplier for mobility innovation. Our mission is to
strategically develop, launch and sustain a portfolio
of advanced mobility projects across the State
of Texas.
A CALL TO ACTION
Building upon the momentum of the USDOT Smart
City Challenge, the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) and City of Austin issued a
call to action in 2016. Metropolitan regions from
around the state stepped forward, uniting as the
Texas Innovation Alliance to develop shared solutions
to the state’s most pressing mobility challenges. As
our state continues to grow, the Alliance proactively
develops tools beyond traditional infrastructure,
including innovative technologies, harmonized
policies and collaborative processes.
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SUMMIT GOALS
Hosted annually by the Alliance, the Texas Mobility
Summit is an interactive experience – an
opportunity where public agencies, research
institutions, and industry leaders come together to
discuss common challenges, shared goals and
collaborative action items.
In 2019, the Alliance is focusing on coordinating
mobility-as-a-service initiatives, developing
connected and automated vehicle best practices,
and strengthening the links between the
transportation system and access to economic
opportunities.
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ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP PROFILES
Each year, the Texas innovation Alliance creates
the Partnership Profiles to prioritize top challenges,
summarize on-going and planned activities, and
highlight successful projects.
MEET THE TEAMS
The Team Profiles describe the vision for each
regional team, including key members, areas of
interest, top challenges and ongoing and planned
initiatives.

LEARN MORE ABOUT ACTIVE PROJECTS
The Project Thumbnails provide a snapshot of
planned and active projects happening across the
state in six key areas:
1) Automated Vehicles.
2) Real-Time Data.
3) Seamless Mobility.
4) Energy & Sustainability.
5) Equity & Access.
6) Freight & Logistics.

ENVISION THE FUTURE OF TEXAS
TRANSPORTATION
The Visions for Texas Transportation provide a
window into the mobility challenges facing Texans
today and their bold ideas for a future of seamless
and affordable mobility options.
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Team Profiles

TEAM AUSTIN

TEAM MEMBERS

Rob Spillar
Director
Austin Transportation Department
rob.spillar@austintexas.gov
Karla Taylor
Chief of Staff
Austin Transportation Department
karla.taylor@austintexas.gov
Jason JonMichael
Assistant Director
Austin Transportation Department
jason.jonmichael@austintexas.gov
Jorge Riveros
Program Manager
Austin Transportation Department
jorge.riveros@austintexas.gov
Jen Duthie
Division Manager
Austin Transportation Department
jen.duthie@austintexas.gov
John Clary
IT Supervisor, Sr
Austin Transportation Department
john.clary@austintexas.gov
Alex Payson
Sr Business Process Consultant
Austin Transportation Department
jordan.payson@austintexas.gov
Karl Popham
Emerging Technologies & EV Manager
Austin Energy
karl.popham@austinenergy.com
Cameron Freberg
AE Utility Strategist
Austin Energy
cameron.freberg@austinenergy.com
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AREAS OF INTEREST
Micromobility data / Public-private partnerships / Connected vehicles
TOP CHALLENGES
Team Austin envisions a place of equity, economic opportunity and
environmental stewardship enabled by smart mobility transformation, and is
developing innovative solutions to address the following challenges:
• Limited Mobility – Traffic congestion with limited ability to expand right
of way.
• Managing Micromobility – Managing the influx of micromobility devices
(e-bikes, e-scooters, pods, etc.) and ensuring public safety through
well-crafted policy, regulation, data security and infrastructure.
• Minimizing Environmental Impacts – Reducing noxious effects to air
quality and related impacts.
ONGOING INITIATIVES & PLANNED INNOVATIVE MOBILIT Y
INVESTMENTS
Team Austin has made progress on the following key projects in the
past year:
• Connected Corridors – Team Austin continues to deploy DSRC technology
at intersections in the downtown commercial business district and in East
Austin. At this time, Team Austin has deployed 11 roadside units (RSUs)
from three different manufacturers to test USDOT-sponsored connected
vehicle (CV) applications (singular or stacked), communications protocols
and reliability, and the interoperability of different RSU and on-board unit
(OBU) technologies. All RSUs transmit basic safety messages (BSM),
signal phase and timing (SPaT), and intersection geometry (MAP) data.
Fourteen more DSRC deployments are scheduled to be in place by fall
2019/spring 2020. Additionally, Team Austin recently announced its
partnership with Ford AV LLC and is looking forward to the deployment
and testing of cellular vehicle to infrastructure (CV2X) technology,
alongside DSRC, in its roadway landscape.
• Micromobility Policy – Team Austin continues to be a proving ground for
emergent micromobility solutions, including ride share companies,
e-bikes, e-scooters, e-mopeds, pods, etc. The city has worked diligently
and collaboratively with private sector partners to expand its
transportation market solutions in a safe, accessible, and equitable way.
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TEAM MEMBERS

Chad Ballentine
Vice President
Demand Response & Innovative Mobility
Capital Metropolitan Transportation
Authority
chad.ballentine@capmetro.org
Jeff Dailey
Deputy Executive Director
Central Texas Regional Mobility
Authority
jdailey@ctrma.org
Mia Zmud
Mobility Innovation Manager
CTRMA
mzmud@ctrma.org
Justin Word
Director of Engineering
CTRMA
jword@ctrma.org
John Nevares
Assistant Director of Transportation
Operations
TxDOT Austin District
john.nevares@txdot.gov
Kristie Chin
Director of Civic Innovation
University of Texas at Austin, CTR
kristie.chin@utexas.edu
Andrea Gold
Director of Technology & Analytics
University of Texas at Austin, CTR
andrea.gold@utexas.edu

However, Austin must continually and quickly look to refine its
micromobility policies to address these new solutions, all while balancing
the safety of its transportation system, the infrastructure demands/
constraints and the demands of the eager micromobility consumer. Team
Austin must, and does, stay apprised and connected to the micromobility
market to best deploy solutions that benefit the community and ensure
safety.
• Intersection Safety – Team Austin adopted the Vision Zero Action Plan,
which outlines five key focus areas for improving traffic safety: Education,
Engineering, Evaluation, Enforcement and Policy. Team Austin is piloting
several Intersection Safety projects to: test the viability of a new
technology and evaluate human behavior to help shape policy and
programs; evaluate equipment and service scalability; cement Austin as a
leader and partner in the deployment of new mobility technologies; and
refine Austin’s processes to improve partnership and system
development. Outcomes from the Intersection Safety pilots include data
to inform recommendations for effective Vision Zero initiatives for
infrastructure, education and enforcement to reduce the number of traffic
fatalities and serious injuries.
LOCAL POLICIES RELEVANT TO SMART MOBILIT Y
• Resolution 20170302-039 – Called for the creation of a “New Mobility
EV/AV Plan” that laid out Austin’s near-term actions related to shared,
electric and automated technology. This resolution led to the formation of
the Austin Transportation Department’s Smart Mobility Office.
• Ordinance 20190523-059 – Outlined responsible riding for micromobility
in Austin, including defining micromobility devices, delineating where the
devices could operate and what behaviors were expected or prohibited
while in possession of a micromobility device.
• Vision Zero – Austin committed to be a Vision Zero city by adding the
goal of zero traffic-related fatalities by 2025 to the Imagine Austin
Comprehensive Plan and defining data-driven action items.
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Team Profiles

TEAM BRYAN /
COLLEGE STATION

TEAM MEMBERS

Daniel Rudge
Executive Director
Bryan/College Station MPO
drudge@bcsmpo.org

AREAS OF INTEREST
Access to medical care / Trip planning and payment integration /
Community Engagement

Tim Lomax
TTI Research Fellow
Texas A&M Transportation Institute
t-lomax@tamu.edu

TOP CHALLENGES
Team Bryan/College Station envisions a place where mobility, travel choices
and community engagement are linked and accessible to every citizen for a
high quality of life and is developing innovative solutions to address the
following challenges:

Allison Kurwitz
District Advance Planning Engineer
TxDOT Bryan District
Allison.Kurwitz@txdot.gov

• Access to Medical Care – Training for medical professionals on
transportation options for patients without a car.

Troy Rother
Traffic Engineer
City of College Station
trother@cstx.gov
Paul Kaspar
City Engineer
City of Bryan
pkaspar@bryantx.gov
Katie Turnbull
Executive Associate Director
Texas A&M Transportation Institute
k-turnbull@tti.tamu.edu
Bart Benthul
Principal Planner
Bryan/College Station MPO
bbenthul@bcsmpo.org
Michael Parks
Assistant Executive Director
Brazos Valley Council of Governments
mparks@bvcog.org
Jackie Pacha
Executive Director
Brazos Valley Center for Independent
Living
jpacha@bvcil.org
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• Planning for Advanced Technologies – Transformational mobility and
regional strategic transportation planning.
• Community Engagement – Citizen and student input throughout
transportation planning, design and construction.
ONGOING INITIATIVES & PLANNED INNOVATIVE MOBILIT Y
INVESTMENTS
Team Bryan/College Station has made progress on the following key
projects in the past year:
• Transportation Training for Medical Professionals – A partnership
between the Bryan/College Station MPO, Brazos Valley Center for
Independent Living, Brazos Valley Council of Governments and the United
Way to develop and train medical professionals about transportation
options for patients without access to a vehicle. The region encompasses
seven counties, six of which are considered rural, and providing access
to medical care in Bryan/College Station for persons without access
to a vehicle is problematic. Training will commence in late 2019 and be
completed in early 2020.
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• Make Every Day a Gameday – When Texas A&M University is in session,
the total number of faculty, staff and students makes College Station the
fourth largest downtown in Texas. While the University has a nationallyrecognized Game Day Traffic Operation for home football games, the
same level of system integration and real-time information are needed
Monday-Friday. Team members are working on a Campus Transformational
Mobility Plan and a County-wide Transportation Strategic Plan in
partnership with local governments, the Chamber of Commerce, the local
Economic Development Corporation and local universities to integrate
planning and transportation technology innovation.
• Community Engagement – Team members have been working with
citizens and college students to assess their priorities during each phase
of major transportation projects. The community helped select priorities
during regional planning, provided preferences on project design that
drove the final schematics and are helping with determining how projects
will be phased. Keeping residents informed and engaged is a top priority
and a shift from traditional project development processes.
LOCAL POLICIES RELEVANT TO SMART MOBILIT Y
• Regional Mobility Authority – Formed to advance new technologies.
• Regional Strategic Plan – Developed to integrate smart growth and new
technology.
• Regional Fiber Optic Network – Installed in rural areas to provide
broadband access and reduce the need for regional trips to access
medical care.
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Team Profiles

TEAM COASTAL BEND

TEAM MEMBERS

Jeffrey Pollack
Director of Planning
Port of Corpus Christi Authority
jpollack@pocca.com
Daniel McGinn
Director of Planning
City of Corpus Christi
DanielMc@cctexas.com
Edward Martinez
Chair
Regional Transportation Authority
Board of Directors
eddie@pocca.com

AREAS OF INTEREST
Access to jobs / Connected vehicles / Freight and logistics
TOP CHALLENGES
Team Coastal Bend envisions a place where 1) mobility options are provided
for all by way of an integrated, multimodal system that safely moves
people—not just vehicles—of all ages and abilities, 2) healthy, safe,
connected and diverse neighborhoods are people-scaled, support a mix of
land uses, and are connected to key destinations by a variety of modes,
and 3) innovative freight management solutions support the continued
growth of regional industry without unintended consequences for the
transportation experience and quality of life in our communities. The team
is seeking guidance to address the following challenges:

Lea-Der Chen
Director, School of Engineering and
Computing Sciences
TAMUCC
ld.chen@tamucc.edu

• Backlog of Maintenance Needs – Greenfield development on the
southern margin of the city along with a significant backlog of
maintenance needs for existing surface transportation infrastructure has
resulted in budget shortfalls and virtually no financial capacity or political
will to invest in innovative elements.

David Bridges
Chair, School of Engineering and
Computing Sciences
TAMUCC
david.bridges@tamucc.edu

• Strong Driving Culture – Strong sense of independence and driving
culture limits openness to transit/non-vehicular modes and propagates
the “just in case” mentality of private vehicle ownership.

Jangwoon Park
Assistant Professor, Department of
Engineering
TAMUCC
Jangwoon.Park@tamucc.edu
Judy Telge
Chair, City of Corpus Christi
Transportation Advisory Commission
judyt@cbcil.org
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• Increasing Freight Demand – Relatively high volume of freight traffic
creates complex safety and infrastructure challenges.
ONGOING INITIATIVES & PLANNED INNOVATIVE MOBILIT Y
INVESTMENTS
Team Coastal Bend has made progress on the following key projects in the
past year.
• Joe Fulton International Trade Corridor (JFC) Intelligent Transportation
System Hardware Installation – During grain season, trucks stack on the
JFC adjacent to the Corpus Christi Ship Channel, awaiting their turn at the
elevator, which is inefficient economically, unsafe for all involved, and is
counter to our efforts to maintain our ozone attainment status. As part of
a broader project to upgrade intersections and make other structural
improvements to manage truck queuing, the Port of Corpus Christi
Authority (PCCA) is installing MioVision hardware for enhanced freight
traffic management and data collection. This project, for which a
construction contract was just awarded, is part of PCCA’s Technology
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Advancement Program and is envisioned as the first step in a phased
effort to optimize the JFC and prepare for an increasingly connected (and
automated) truck fleet.
• TAMUCC Pilot AV Shuttle – Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
(TAMUCC) and the Corpus Christi Regional Transportation Authority are
currently partnering to implement an autonomous circulator (6-seat golf
trolley, the speed ranges 5-10 mph) on the TAMUCC campus.
• Fully Adjustable Driving Simulator – TAMUCC is developing a fully
adjustable driving simulator that can simulate various automated vehicles
ranging from a mid-size sedan to a large SUV/truck. In partially automated
vehicles, higher levels of automation can lead to reduced situational
awareness of human drivers; this is especially problematic when
automation requires human intervention during the takeover request (TOR)
mode. The research team has an advanced wearable physiologicalmeasurement and eye-tracking systems that can accurately estimate a
driver’s stress levels bases on a driver’s pulse, ECG, heart rate variability,
skin conductance and eye movement. This project aims to understand the
relationships between TOR methods, driving performance, situational
awareness and trust in automation by using behavioral and physiological
response data. The results would be very useful for providing a guideline
of designing safe and effective human-car interactions (e.g., Tesla’s
Autopilot feature).
LOCAL POLICIES RELEVANT TO SMART MOBILIT Y
• Strategic Plan for Active Mobility (www.CoastalBendInMotion.org)
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Team Profiles

TEAM DALLAS

TEAM MEMBERS

Michael T. Rogers
Director
City of Dallas
michael.rogers@dallascityhall.com
Ghassan “Gus” Khankarli
Executive Manager
City of Dallas
ghanssan.khankarli@dallascityhall.
com
Towfiq Khan
Executive Manager
City of Dallas
towfiq.khan@dallascityhall.com
Frank Honeycutt
Sr. Program Manager
City of Dallas
franklyn.honeycutt@dallascityhall.
com
Todd Plesko
Vice President of Service Planning &
Scheduling
Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART)
tplesko@dart.org

AREAS OF INTEREST
Access to Jobs / Micro-mobility Data / First-last-mile solutions
TOP CHALLENGES
Dallas is growing and is the center of the fastest growing metropolitan area.
Team Dallas envisions a place to identify key areas of transportation
principles that can be introduced, tested and implemented in various
settings to serve a collection of transportation needs for a wide diversity of
users. To this end, we are developing creative solutions to address the
following challenges:
• Improving Access to Jobs – Connecting equitable access to jobs while
emerging technologies and investments create new workforce
opportunities.
• Enabling Dockless Data Sharing – Developing a data sharing framework
that enables operators to provide dockless mobility data while protecting
the privacy of travelers.
• Developing a Seamless Mobility System – Establishing a multimodal
system to increase the accessibility to critical services and destinations
by integrating new mobility options, reducing costs and improving travel
time.
ONGOING INITIATIVES & PLANNED INNOVATIVE MOBILIT Y
INVESTMENTS
Team Dallas has made progress on the following key projects in the past
year:
• Dockless Mobility Pilot Program – Five companies are operating in
Dallas with a combined peak deployment of approximately 3,800
scooters. This was the first Dockless Mobility Pilot Program in Dallas
communities and open to the general public. The program was successful
and will expire on Nov. 28, 2019.
• DART Partnership with Uber – DART is partnering with Uber to offer
pooled rides for customers traveling through specific zones where there is
limited access to transit service. As part of the program, commuters may
take up to two free UberPool trips from an eligible DART station per day.
Riders are allowed up to two UberPool trips from point-to-point locations
inside the eligible zone at $3 per day. The initial deployment included four
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zones – UNT Dallas Station, Buckner Station, Parker Road Station and
Northwest Plano Park and Ride lots – and DART plans to expand to others
in the future.
• Connect Dallas – Led by the Dallas Department of Transportation,
Connect Dallas is the City’s first-ever five-year strategic transportation
vision. Through this planning process, City leadership, residents, planners
and stakeholders will work together to develop a transportation system
that supports the City’s housing, economic, equity and sustainability
goals. Connect Dallas is a multimodal plan that will consider all forms of
transportation, including biking, walking, transit, automobiles, freight and
new mobility options such as bike-share, transportation network
companies and e-scooters.
LOCAL POLICIES RELEVANT TO SMART MOBILIT Y
• Dockless Vehicle Ordinance (30936) – Requires a permit to operate a
dockless vehicle service in the city, establishes fees and provides
regulations for a dockless vehicle permit program.
• Vision Zero Task Force – Under consideration and pending City Council
approval to craft a plan to reduce traffic deaths to zero and cut severe
injuries in half by 2030.
• Mobility Planning Group – Provides planning and technical analysis for
transportation projects related to thoroughfares, bicycle and pedestrian
facilities, transit and freeways/tollways.
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Team Profiles

TEAM EL PASO

TEAM MEMBERS

Yvette Hernandez
CID Grant Funded Program Director
City of El Paso
hernandezym@elpasotexas.gov
Claudia Garcia
Transit Planning and Program
Coordinator
Sun Metro
garciack@elpasotexas.gov
Eduardo Calvo
Executive Director
El Paso-Metropolitan Planning
Organization
ecalvo@elpasompo.org
Jeffrey Weidner
Assistant Professor
University of Texas at El Paso
jweidner@utep.edu
Alex Hoffman
Assistant Planning Director
City of El Paso
hoffmanap@elpasotexas.gov
Araceli Guerra
Interim Director Information
Technology
City of El Paso
guerraaj@elpasotexas.gov
David Jerome
CEO
El Paso Chamber
davi@elpaso.org
Steve Ortega
Senior Policy Fellow
El Paso Chamber
sominer@yahoo.com
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AREAS OF INTEREST
Data sharing and open data / Public-private partnerships /
Freight and logistics
TOP CHALLENGES
Team El Paso envisions a place of resiliency, one voice and strategy and is
developing innovative solutions to address the following challenges:
• Continuous Agency Coordination – Engaging a multitude of stakeholders,
to include Mexico and New Mexico, to actively participate in consistent
collaboration and data sharing with one another to create a unified vision
for the transportation network.
• Increased Freight Traffic – While higher volumes of truck traffic are
boosting the economy, they are also contributing to congestion and safety
challenges.
• Aging Infrastructure, Maintenance, and Repair – Demand for new
mobility options places pressure to integrate new technologies, as the
endeavor continues to maintain existing infrastructure, all the while
exploring new sources of funding as changes to legislatives redirects or
limits funding availability.
ONGOING INITIATIVES & PLANNED INNOVATIVE MOBILIT Y
INVESTMENTS
Team El Paso has made progress on the following key projects in the
past year:
• Eastside Master Plan – The El Paso region is anticipated to grow 35–70%
by 2050, and the expansive patterns of urban development do not enable
easy and affordable access to critical services. First, El Paso seeks to
increase key data point collection, providing a snapshot of the condition
of the network to more systematically guide data-driven decision making
in operations and planning. Second, the city is developing the Eastside
Masterplan, an area within the city that is rapidly growing. The
collaboration of utilizing these two planning tools to aggregate data
systematically while focusing on managed growth and placing vital
infrastructure as needed will support the dynamic changes in this area of
the city.
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TEAM MEMBERS

Marty Boyd
Director of Advanced Transportation
Planning, Texas Department of
Transportation
marty.boyd@txdot.gov
Eddie Valtier
Director of Advanced Transportation
Planning, Texas Department of
Transportation
eddie.valtier@txdot.gov
Rebecca Reyes
Planning, Texas Department of
Transportation
rebecca.reyes@txdot.gov

• Web-Based Parking Management – The City of El Paso has a powerful
vision to provide its residents with a vibrant regional economy and has
programmed a world-class entertainment district in Northeast El Paso. A
700-space, two-bay parking facility is proposed for the district to continue
to stabilize and grow El Paso’s property tax base and to support targeted
investments in one of the city’s core neighborhoods. By utilizing
technology to direct the parking management and data collection through
wireless sensors, web-based parking availability data, online parking
reservation systems and potentially satellite-based mechanisms that
employ GPS and GIS geofencing technologies, the combined capabilities
create a smart parking system. Once implemented the system will help
reduce greenhouse gas emission, improve parking availability, make
paying for parking easier and more customer friendly, spur economic
development and catalyze further transit-oriented development.
• 25 by 2025: Vision Next – During the city’s 2019 Strategic Planning
Session, City Council adopted the 25 by 2025 visionary initiatives. Among
the key items were to define and begin implementation of a Smart
Community Roadmap through the strategic integration of technology and
data-driven action into city operations. Key objectives include: 1)
document, publicize and maximize existing smart technology already
deployed, 2) implement an open data initiative, 3) expand digital inclusion
efforts, 4) create a real-world laboratory environment to explore scalable
smart technology pilot applications, and 5) establish partnerships to
facilitate smart neighborhood development and deployment.
LOCAL POLICIES RELEVANT TO SMART MOBILIT Y
• City Design Lab – The City of El Paso has engaged City Council to support
the formation of the City Design Lab which will benefit quality urban
design to provide strategic continued development in El Paso.
• 25 by 2025: Vision Next – Mobility initiatives include: expanding the
investment and beautification of street infrastructure; street resurfacing;
Streets Reconstruction Plan; Most Traveled Streets Program; citywide
aesthetics program; Comprehensive Green Infrastructure Plan; and
entryway and wayfinding.
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Team Profiles

TEAM FRISCO

TEAM MEMBERS

Brian Moen
Assistant Director of Engineering/
Transportation
City of Frisco
bmoen@friscotexas.gov
Kerin Smith
Senior Traffic Engineer
City of Frisco
ksmith2@friscotexas.gov
Jason Cooley
Assistant to the City Manager
City of Frisco
jcooley@friscotexas.gov
Susan Olson
Assistant Director of Information
Technology
City of Frisco
solson@friscotexas.gov
Lindsey Baker
Director of Strategic Partnerships
Denton County Transportation
Authority
lbaker@dcta.net
Thomas Bamonte
Senior Program Manager
Automated Vehicles
North Central Texas Council of
Governments
tbamonte@nctcog.org
Abdulrahman Habib
Assistant Professor
University of North Texas
Abdulrahman.habib@unt.edu
Qing Yang
Assistant Professor
University of North Texas
Qing.Yang@unt.edu
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AREAS OF INTEREST
Data sharing and open data / Access to medical care and jobs /
Connected/Automated vehicles
TOP CHALLENGES
Team Frisco envisions a place of safe, reliable, and sustainable mobility.
The Frisco City Council updates their strategic focus areas annually and
transportation and innovation continue to remain one of their top 10
strategic focus areas. Team Frisco is developing innovative solutions to
address the following challenges:
• Rapid Growth – With continued growth and increasing traffic congestion,
how can Frisco provide a transportation network that is safe, reliable and
sustainable?
• Infrastructure Readiness – How does Frisco prepare today’s
infrastructure to be flexible so it can accommodate the disruptions that
new mobility options are bringing?
• Limited Options – Since Frisco is currently an auto-dependent community,
how does Frisco integrate other mobility options that can help 1) an aging
population that is unable to drive, 2) service-industry employers attract
employees, and 3) young professionals who want mobility options other
than cars?
ONGOING INITIATIVES & PLANNED INNOVATIVE MOBILIT Y
INVESTMENTS
Team Frisco has made progress on the following key projects in the
past year:
• Automated Vehicle Pilot – In 2019, Frisco successfully completed an
eight-month autonomous vehicle pilot that was the first in Texas to carry
passengers on public roadways. Frisco used the pilot to educate the
public regarding autonomous vehicles, coordinate with first responders,
learn possible impact on infrastructure and how best to prepare our
infrastructure for a future with connected and automated vehicles. The
pilot also allowed Frisco to learn if people will use autonomous vehicles
and how do they want to use them. The lessons learned from this pilot
will be used to evaluate mobility solutions that could be adopted across
the city and reduce the region’s dependence on single occupant vehicles.
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• Data Sharing Programs – Continue and further develop Frisco’s current
signal data sharing and Waze data sharing programs. In addition to those
programs, Frisco wants to develop a data inventory that can be used as
the foundation of standing up an open data platform. Frisco plans to
partner with the University of North Texas to make advances in open data
and analytics. The goal of all these initiatives is to make data available to
the travelling public so they can make good mobility choices and use
analytics to make sure that Frisco is effectively operating its
transportation system.
• Partnership Development – Develop partnerships with the private sector
and research institutions to break down silos and find and evaluate
mobility solutions that a can be good for Frisco. This past year, the region
developed the Frisco Transportation Management Association, worked
with Texas A&M Transportation Institute to conduct a survey of drive.ai
pilot users, and is developing a partnership with the University of North
Texas in the areas of data analytics and connected and automated
vehicles. Frisco is also a participant in the Texas Innovation Alliance,
which offers a platform for teams across the state to share ideas and
lessons learned regarding transportation innovation.
LOCAL POLICIES RELEVANT TO SMART MOBILIT Y
• Council Strategic Focus Area – Leading in transportation innovation and
performance measurement. This has resulted in a willingness to use new
technologies and mobility solutions to help Frisco continue to grow.
• Transparency and Open Government – Helps support the development of
open data platforms.
• Public-Private Partnerships – Key to success as a fast-growing city and
ability to innovate.
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Team Profiles

TEAM HOUSTON

TEAM MEMBERS

Thomas C. Lambert
President/CEO
Houston METRO
Thomas.Lambert@ridemetro.org
Kimberly J. Williams
Chief Innovation Officer
Houston METRO
Kimberly.williams@ridemetro.org
Jeff Weatherford
Deputy Director Department of Public
Works & Engineering
City of Houston
Jeffrey.weatherford@houstontx.gov
Maureen Crocker
Assistant Director, Houston
Department of Public Works
City of Houston
Maureen.crocker@houstontx.gov
Andy Mao
Director of Transportation Planning
TX-DOT Houston District
andrew.mao@txdot.gov
Alan Clark
Director of Transportation Planning
Houston Galveston Area Council
(HGAC)
Alan.clark@h-gac.com
Carol Lewis
Professor & Director, Center for
Transportation Training and Research
Texas Southern University
Lewis_ca@tsu.edu
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AREAS OF INTEREST
Trip planning and payment integration / First & last-mile solutions /
Mode shift and behavioral change
TOP CHALLENGES
Team Houston envisions a place of seamless multimodal mobility, access
for all, safe travel and is developing innovative solutions to address the
following challenges:
• Increasing Transportation Options – Creating more high-capacity transit
and other modes to encourage shared rides vs. single-occupancy-vehicle
trips.
• Improving Safety – Creating safer conditions for pedestrians, cyclists and
those with mobility challenges.
• Enhancing Traveler Information – Providing real-time information,
multimodal trip planning and payment integration.
ONGOING INITIATIVES & PLANNED INNOVATIVE MOBILIT Y
INVESTMENTS
Team Houston has made progress on the following key projects in the
past year:
• University District Partnership – METRO made a major advancement with
the June 2019 launch of the University District Project (UDP) on the
campus of Texas Southern University (TSU). The UDP is a coordinated
project in partnership with the City of Houston, TSU and the Houston
Galveston Area Council along with support from Team Houston. Through a
competitive procurement process, METRO selected First Transit for a
turnkey approach to operating the pilot Autonomous Shuttle service. The
UDP is a multi-phase pilot project operating a Gen-2 EasyMile shuttle on a
dedicated campus right of way. Research and evaluation of the shuttle’s
potential use for transit purposes is being conducted under the research
auspices of TSU’s Center for Transportation, Training and Research
(TSU-CTTR). The future phases will connect to METRO’s Purple Rail Line
and later to METRO’s Eastwood Park and Ride. METRO will be assessing
AV operations, first and last mile applications, and customer engagement.
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TEAM MEMBERS

Gino Lim
Professor & Chair, Department of
Industrial Engineering
University of Houston
ginolim@uh.edu
Bruce Mann
Director, Freight Mobility
Port of Houston
pbmann@poha.com
Abbey Roberson
Vice President of Planning
Texas Medical Center
aroberson@tmc.edu

• Automated Bus Consortium – METRO is a member of the Automated Bus
Consortium which is a national effort to incentivize the bus manufacturing
community to create a fully automated, full-size electric vehicle for
transit use.
• Safety Enhancements with Mobileye – Houston METRO recently
completed a pilot of Mobileye, an Israeli subsidiary of Intel corporation
that develops vision-based advanced driver-assistance systems providing
warnings for collision prevention and mitigation. It will soon pilot two other
safety technologies, Lytx Drive Cam and SmartDrive, both camera-based
driver assistance systems. The ultimate goal is to determine if this
technology can assist in reducing safety-related incidents.
• On-Demand Service – Houston METRO seeks to offer on-demand service
as part of its popular community connectors program. The community
connectors program allows METRO to offer service to underserved areas
and facilitate first and last mile to public transit. METRO is developing a
pilot to test an on-demand, app-based solution for community connector
customers.
• Agency Drone Program – Houston METRO will be developing an agency
drone program for the following uses: (1) monitoring of park and rides;
(2) monitoring of facilities, station and stops to identify maintenance
needs; (3) media and video of routes; (4) public safety support.
LOCAL POLICIES RELEVANT TO SMART MOBILIT Y
• METRO Moving Forward Plan – Designed to help ease traffic congestion
(https://www.metronext.org/).
• High Capacity Transit Taskforce Plan – Identified transit service needs
and concepts, economic impacts, and financial options
(https://www.h-gac.com/high-capacity-transit-task-force/default.aspx).
• City of Houston Vision Zero – Committed to end traffic-related deaths
and serious injuries among all road users in the City by 2030
(http://www.houstontx.gov/visionzero/index.html).
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TEAM NORTH TEXAS

TEAM MEMBERS

Lyndsay Mitchell
Strategic Planning Manager
City of Arlington
Lyndsay.Mitchell@arlingtontx.gov
Alicia Winkelblech
Senior Strategic Initiatives Officer
City of Arlington
Alicia.Winkelblech@arlingtontx.gov
Ann Foss
Principal Planner
City of Arlington
Ann.Foss@arlingtontx.gov
Anthony Cisneros
Planner
City of Arlington
Anthony.Cisneros@arlingtontx.gov
Monsur Ahmed
ITS Coordinator
City of Arlington
Monsur.Ahmed@arlingtontx.gov
Chad Edwards
Regional Mobility and Innovation
Officer
City of Fort Worth
Chad.Edwards@fortworthtexas.gov
Kristen Camareno
Mobility Coordinator
Tarrant County
KMCamareno@tarrantcounty.com
Mark Nelson
Director of Transportation and Mobility
City of Richardson
Mark.Nelson@cor.gov
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AREAS OF INTEREST
Seamless Mobility / Advanced Vehicles / Real-Time Data
TOP CHALLENGES
Team North Texas envisions a place where innovative transportation
technologies can be introduced, tested and deployed for a wide variety of
users to serve a range of mobility needs:
• Limited Options – Expanding on-demand rideshare services and
integrating rideshare with autonomous services and with paratransit
services.
• Deployment Pathways – Designing the technical, operational and
regulatory frameworks to roll out innovative transportation technologies
and deploy connected vehicle systems and infrastructure.
• Urban Design – Land use and street design practices that make lowspeed automated vehicle deployments difficult and create hazards for
non-vehicle roadway users.
ONGOING INITIATIVES & PLANNED INNOVATIVE MOBILIT Y
INVESTMENTS
Team North Texas has made progress on the following key projects in the
past year:
• Arlington | Drive.ai Pilot Program – Several Drive.ai autonomous vehicles
were deployed in Arlington’s Entertainment District starting October 2018
for an on-street/mixed traffic pilot program. The vehicles were operated
for the general public on weekdays, connecting employment centers
and venues in the entertainment district. This was the first Drive.ai pilot
on public streets that was open to the general public. The program was
successful but ended early due to the acquisition of Drive.ai by Apple.
• Arlington | Via On-Demand Rideshare Service – Arlington’s Via program
is nearing the end of its second year, with over 200,000 rides taken since
December 2017. The program has expanded to cover nearly a third of
the city, with plans to continue expansion next year. Rides are $3 per
person per ride and can be booked using the Via smart phone application
or by calling a local phone number.
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TEAM MEMBERS

Robert Saylor
Transportation Engineering and
Operations Manager
City of Richardson
Robert.Saylor@cor.gov
Tom Bamonte
Senior Program Manager, Automated
Vehicle Program
North Central Texas Council of
Governments
tbamonte@nctcog.org
Clint Hail
Transportation Planner, Automated
Vehicle Program
North Central Texas Council of
Governments
chail@nctcog.org

• Fort Worth | Tarrant County | P3s for First- and Last-Mile Solutions –
ZipZones, active in Alliance, Mercantile and Crowley, are a public-private
collaborative effort to provide seamless, first and last mile transportation
to two of the area’s largest centers of employment. This “ZipZone” was
approached with the unique needs of the target population in mind and
provides a connection to Trinity Metro’s fixed-route service area,
effectively making public transportation an option for a city who would not
otherwise be a part of the network. Tarrant County hopes this pilot will
become a template for other communities.
• Richardson | UT-Dallas | DALI – The City of Richardson and University of
Texas at Dallas teamed up to improve traffic flow along a busy corridor
adjacent to the campus. The project uses an agent-based system –
Distributed Agent-based traffic Lights (DALI) – that allows traffic signals to
improve intersection-level traffic flow and to communicate between
intersections to improve the corridor.
• Richardson | Ericsson – City of Richardson plans to implement a similar
Advanced Traffic Management System as that used by City of Dallas. This
would allow improved transportation infrastructure communications,
coordination, and analytics across Richardson’s roadway system and
beyond. Dallas has been working since 2017 with Ericsson’s Connected
Urban Transportation program.
• North Texas | Waze Data Integration into 911 Centers – Roadway
incidents are often reported in Waze before someone calls 911. Research
shows that tapping into Waze incident data can significantly improve
emergency response time. NCTCOG supports over forty 911 centers in the
DFW region and has provided all with access to the Waze incident data
stream. Plans are underway in conjunction with TxDOT to integrate the
data stream into the 911 centers along I-30. This initiative follows the
City of Frisco’s Waze integration into their joint 911/Traffic Management
Center.
• North Texas | IH-30 Technology Corridor | TxDOT TCFC – North Texas is
participating in TxDOT’s Texas Connected Freight Corridor (TCFC) project
with a focus on IH-30 between Dallas and Fort Worth. The IH-30 projects
include integrating Waze data into 911 call centers, testing DSRC and
C-V2X communications, and developing a protocol for automated trucks to
share data with TxDOT about infrastructure quality.
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TEAM SAN ANTONIO

TEAM MEMBERS

Brian Dillard
Chief Innovation Officer
City of San Antonio
brian.dillard@sanantonio.gov
Art Reinhardt, PE, CFM
Interim Deputy Director,
Transportation & Capital
Improvements
City of San Antonio
art.reinhardt@sanantonio.gov
Marc Jacobson, PE, PTOE
TSMO Program Manager,
Transportation & Capital
Improvements
City of San Antonio
marc.jacobson@sanantonio.gov
Steve Young
Vice President of Information
Technology
VIA Metropolitan Transit
steve.young@viainfo.net
Aaryn Hernandez-Smith
Director, Innovative Services
VIA Metropolitan Transit
aaryn.smith@viainfo.net
Matt Prenzler
Customer Experience Application
Coordinator
VIA Metropolitan Transit
matthew.prenzler@viainfo.net
Jeanne Geiger
Deputy Director
Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning
Organization (AAMPO)
geiger@alamoareampo.org
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AREAS OF INTEREST
Data sharing and open data / First & last-mile solutions /
Automated vehicles
TOP CHALLENGES
Team San Antonio envisions a place of connected, inclusive and safe
mobility and is developing innovative solutions to address the following
challenges:
• Rapid Population Growth – San Antonio was named the fastest growing
city in the country in 2017 and is projected to grow by an additional
1 million people by the year 2040, almost doubling in population, adding
over 150 vehicles daily to the region.
• Barriers to Alternatives Transportation Choices – Prevalence of highways
and single-family neighborhoods create an auto-centric city form and a
discontinuous road network limiting multimodal access and isolating
residents from alternative transportation choices. Such urban designs
disproportionately impact marginalized groups such as low-income,
minority and/or disabled populations, highlighting opportunities to
promote equity in transportation.
• Air Quality Nonattainment – In July 2018, the Environmental Protection
Agency designated San Antonio as a “nonattainment” area under federally
mandated air quality standards. Specifically, Bexar County fell just short
of the ozone standard that is part of the health-based National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The designation comes despite
substantive progress San Antonio and the surrounding communities have
made over the last several years to reduce air emissions.
ONGOING INITIATIVES & PLANNED INNOVATIVE MOBILIT Y
INVESTMENTS
Team San Antonio has made progress on the following key projects in the
past year:
• Smart City Program (SmartSA) – In 2017, the Office of Innovation
launched SmartSA, which included nine projects in three SA Tomorrow
Comprehensive Plan focus areas including: transportation, sustainability and digital connected living. The city initiated and implemented
numerous projects, including a 311 Mobile App, Wifi in the Parks, Digital
Community Kiosks, and a Parks Mobile App. The city and municipal utility
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TEAM MEMBERS

Samer Dessouky, PhD, PE
Professor, Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering
University of Texas at San Antonio
(UTSA)
samer.dessouky@utsa.edu
Michael Brown, PMP
Institute Engineer
Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)
michael.brown@swri.org

company recently launched an RFP for smart streetlights that include air
quality sensors. The city has also issued an RFI on Autonomous Vehicle
Use Cases and is continuing to implement the San Antonio Traveler
Real-Time Information Portal (SATRIP) project which installs sensors to
collect data and enhance real-time travel information sharing with the
public and transportation agencies.
• VIA Metropolitan Transit Mobility on Demand Pilot Project – VIA
performed a Comprehensive Operational Analysis to identify strengths
and weaknesses of VIA service and explore opportunities to increase
ridership and improve service efficiency and cost effectiveness. The
analysis examined the role of alternative mobility options and the
feasibility of integrating them into the greater VIA network. Currently, VIA
has selected a mobility technology provider, RideCo, to assist with the
development and implementation of a Mobility on Demand project. The
service is serving a zone in northeast San Antonio that was previously
underserved by traditional fixed route service. The Mobility on Demand
Pilot is considered a success and VIA intends to identify additional zones
for future expansion and integration.
• American Cities Climate Challenge – San Antonio was accepted into a
two-year acceleration program by Bloomberg Philanthropies, gaining
powerful new resources and access to cutting-edge support to help meet
or beat its near-term carbon reduction goals. This will bolster San
Antonio’s innovative and ambitious plans to reduce air pollution and
city-wide emissions.
LOCAL POLICIES RELEVANT TO SMART MOBILIT Y
• San Antonio Complete Streets Policy – Serves as guiding principles to
design, construct, operate and maintain the mobility system to promote
safe and convenient access for all users and all abilities.
• Vision Zero – Aims for zero fatalities on the roadways because every
person in the community matters.
• Climate Action and Adaptation Plan – Developed to chart San Antonio’s
path to carbon neutrality. A key facet to this plan is to reduce
transportation energy consumption.
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CENTER FOR
TRANSPORTATION
EQUITY, DECISIONS,
AND DOLLARS
(CTEDD)
SUBJECT MATTER
EXPERTS

Shima Hamidi, Ph.D.
Executive Director, CTEDD
shima.hamidi@uta.edu
Areas of Expertise: Transportation
and health, transit-oriented
development, big data, public transit
David Weinreich, Ph.D.
Position: Postdoctoral Research
Associate, CTEDD
david.weinreich@uta.edu
Areas of Expertise: Transportation
policy, transportation finance, transit,
intergovernmental relations
James Wood, Ph.D.
Position: Program Manager, CTEDD
james.wood@uta.edu
Areas of Expertise: Transportation
finance, transportation for special
populations, community engagement
Melanie Sattler, Ph.D.
Position: Professor of Environmental
Engineering, UT-Arlington
msattler@uta.edu
Areas of Expertise: Alternative fuels,
transit vehicle emissions, waste-toenergy conversion processes
Anand Puppala, Ph.D.
Position: Professor of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, Texas
A&M University
Areas of Expertise: Smart
infrastructure, hazard mitigation,
UAVs/drones/flying vehicles

SUMMARY OF EXPERTISE & FACILITIES

The Center for Transportation Equity, Decisions, and Dollars (CTEDD) is a Tier-1
University Transportation Center funded by the US Department of Transportation
and based at the University of Texas at Arlington. Working with four other
universities nationwide, CTEDD focuses its research efforts on issues of equity,
policy and finance as they relate to improving and transforming our nation’s
transportation infrastructure. Our funded projects involve multidisciplinary and
multi-campus initiatives in areas such as transit finance, toll-road governance,
transit-oriented development, UAV technologies and next-gen mobility. Our facility
combines traditional academic research with cutting-edge questions and methods
offered by our private sector and nonprofit partners. In addition, each project has
direct ties to one or more stakeholders engaged in addressing the problem at hand,
thus ensuring our research products can be quickly placed into the right hands and
used in addressing the critical challenges facing our transportation systems. Our
growing team of experts in urban planning, public policy, engineering, physics,
social work and other fields stands ready to provide guidance and solutions for the
next generation of transportation systems in America.
• Center for Transportation Equity, Decisions, and Dollars (CTEDD):
https://ctedd.uta.edu/

KEY PROJECTS

Exploring the Role of Transportation on Cancer Patient Decision-Making through
Machine Learning Techniques
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Center (UTC)
One of the critical challenges facing cancer patients is making simultaneous
decisions about their cancer treatments and careers, due to factors such as
medical side effects, treatment costs, and the difficulties in traveling independently. For example, one common side effect of cancer treatments is dizziness and
disorientation, which impairs a patient’s ability to drive themselves. This seemingly
minor side effect could substantially impact a cancer patient’s quality of life,
particularly if the patient drives to work, school, medical appointments, etc. These
issues have significant impacts on the health and well-being of cancer patients,
making it an obstacle worthy of deeper research and workable solutions. This study
will investigate the role of transportation in the decision-making processes of
cancer patients as they assess the treatment’s impacts on their overall quality of
life. To meet this goal, the authors will employ a survey and analysis that utilizes
the latest advances in data science. Machine learning algorithms will identify the
main factors that influence the quality of life for cancer patients, as well as the
relationships these factors have with one another. Furthermore, advances in
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) will be used to create a website
to collect raw data, post reports and provide an enduring forum for online
23
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discussions. The website will be maintained for at least two years beyond the
project’s end date. By analyzing survey data, the team will identify areas and
patients in need of free/discounted rides, particularly between their homes and
workplaces. https://ctedd.uta.edu/research-projects/exploring-the-role-oftransportation-on-cancer-patient-decision-making-through-machine-learningtechniques/
Union Rides: Harnessing the Shared Value of Commute Travel
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Center (UTC)
The Madison, Wisconsin, region currently faces a labor shortage. To address this
challenge, the Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development launched the
Commute to Careers (CtC) program to reduce transportation barriers for
unemployed and low-income workers. In October 2018, the Union Cab Cooperative
of Madison was awarded a CtC grant to develop an affordable shared-ride taxi
service. The objectives of the rideshare intervention were twofold: 1) economic
development through more efficient use of the existing transportation system and
2) better access to jobs. Union Cab’s CtC began serving riders in December of
2018. Preliminary ridership data show the program is reaching low-income workers,
but needs to be upscaled in order to serve a larger target population. In response,
Union Cab has proposed coordinating its services with JobRide, a vanpool program
operated by YWCA Madison. By working together, Union Cab and JobRide could
better serve these riders and combine their models into a feeder/trunk route
system that could prove more efficient. However, this showcases an even greater
need for robust program evaluation in order to assess the effectiveness of these
interventions at meeting their objectives. Thus, we propose to conduct process and
outcomes evaluations of the integrated demonstration project carried out by Union
Cab and JobRide, which will advance CTEDD’s mission through an industrycommunity-university partnership that combines applied research, technology
transfer, evaluation, outreach and education. Through a rigorous investigation, we
will learn whether the integrated model results in economic development through
more efficient use of the existing transportation system, and better access to jobs
and opportunities. https://ctedd.uta.edu/research-projects/integrated-taxi-andtransit-demonstration-project-transportation-for-low-income-workers-in-dane-countywisconsin/
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The Transportation Equity Scorecard – A Tool for Project Screening and
Prioritization
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Center (UTC)
Despite disparity in methods and efforts, many Metropolitan Planning Organizations
(MPOs) seek to incorporate equity in their planning and project prioritization
processes. Yet MPOs often focus on avoiding adverse and disproportionate impacts
of projects on traditionally underserved communities, without an equal focus on
developing projects that advance those communities’ needs. In addition, although
the economic benefits of projects are a key priority to MPOs, few screen and rank
projects based on whether they specifically improve access to opportunity for
low-income and minority communities. This research will provide MPOs with a
project screening tool and supporting guidance aimed at advancing the needs of
transportation-disadvantaged communities regarding access to opportunity, health
(e.g., health care, healthy food, active transportation) and related equity
considerations. The study will develop a screening tool based on criteria specific to
these needs and supporting methods for project ranking and scoring. The screening
criteria will also assist communities in developing appropriate projects in advance
of prioritization. A companion user guide will be prepared to aid practitioners in
applying the tool and its supporting GIS and public involvement techniques. The
materials be developed and tested in collaboration with the Hillsborough MPO and
City of Tampa to demonstrate its utility for use in project screening. Upon
successful completion, a Phase 2 pilot needs assessment will be proposed in
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collaboration with the City of Tampa (a stakeholder to the current project) to complement
and further demonstrate use of the tool indicators to assess needs and define projects
(that can later be ranked). https://ctedd.uta.edu/research-projects/transportation-equityscorecard-a-tool-for-project-screening-and-prioritization/
Making Tolling Transparent: Analyzing Processes Used to Allocate and Distribute Toll
Highway Revenues in Multiple States
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Center (UTC)
Transportation finance has become increasingly unpredictable in recent years, due to the
declining revenue available from fuel taxes, increasing auto efficiency and political
reluctance to raise taxes. Some states have relied on toll revenue and other user fees to
overcome these challenges. However, toll roads are often unpopular due to poor
transparency stemming from uncertainty over whether tolls will be used to support the
facility and the drivers who use it or support other uses generally deemed to be socially
equitable. Despite growing interest in toll finance, there is little understanding in the
literature of how independent tolling agencies decide to raise and spend money. This
study hypothesizes that different toll road governance models provide varying incentives
to raise tolls and spend them on various purposes. This study catalogues toll roads from
across the US using state legislation to classify toll roads by governance type (e.g.
private, public-private-partnership, public corporation, regional/local special agency
independent state agency, etc.). This study uses a sample of 60 toll roads across 20 US
states, chosen based on their governance type, centerline miles and rate of toll increase
since 2007. This study examines meeting minutes, financial reports and other primary
sources to identify whether/how much tolls were increased/decreased, and for what
purpose. This study also interviews staff members and elected officials from five toll road
agencies, providing further details on why they made decisions to raise or lower tolls,
how they intended to use the money and their relationship to other state and local
governments. https://ctedd.uta.edu/research-projects/making-tolling-transparentanalyzing-processes-used-to-allocate-distribute-toll-highway-revenue-in-multiple-states/
Evaluation of Cost-Effective Alternative Designs for Rural Expressway Intersections
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Center (UTC)
High-speed expressways operate like freeways, but have at-grade intersections that
provide critical access via secondary roadways. They provide key economic entry points
to jobs and economic development and serve as lifelines for rural communities. As
planning, design and safety concerns arise at these at-grade intersections, a typical
response from concerned agencies can include either closure of such intersections
(leading to adverse economic and other impacts on the surrounding communities),
warning signs, or constructing costly grade-separated interchanges. This research
assesses the role for a cost-effective alternative design – known as a Restricted
Crossing U-turn (R-CUT) or J-turn intersection – can play in solving safety concerns.
Working with stakeholders in California and Florida, investigators have identified the
reasons why these intersection treatments are rarely constructed. Chief among them is
the reluctance to divert drivers from the “shortest path” and the novelty of the design.
This proposal works with two state governments to address these issues so that
innovative intersection design (i.e., R-CUT) is included among the alternatives considered
during the Intersection Control Evaluation (ICE) process. The effectiveness of the J-turn
design will be demonstrated to stakeholders using i) surrogate safety/operational
measures obtained through conflict analysis of traffic simulation data; and ii) Empirical
Bayes (EB) before-after analysis. Both evaluations are critically needed before R-CUT
designs are routinely considered by American planners. Simulation models will not only
provide the data for surrogate safety/operational measures but can also help
stakeholders and the general public visualize the functioning of the intersection
treatment. This supports outreach, tech transfer and stakeholder decision-making for
this research. https://ctedd.uta.edu/research-projects/evaluation-of-cost-effectivealternative-designs-for-rural-expressway-intersections/
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UNIVERSITY
CORPUS CHRISTI
(TAMU-CC)
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Lea-Der Chen, Ph.D.
Director, School of Engineering and
Computing Sciences
TAMU-CC
ld.chen@tamucc.edu
Areas of Expertise: Combustion
of biomass and alternative fuels,
fuel characterization, fuel cells,
immersive evaluation of vehicles,
solar thermal power, and wind
turbines
David Bridges, Ph.D.
Chair, School of Engineering and
Computing Sciences
TAMU-CC
david.bridges@tamucc.edu
Areas of Expertise: Unmanned
aircraft opertions, unmanned aerial
systems, fluid dynamics
Jangwoon Park, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, Department of
Engineering
TAMU-CC
Jangwoon.Park@tamucc.edu
Areas of Expertise: Human factors/
ergonomics; Biomechanics;
Engineering anthropometry; Digital
human modeling and simulation;
Usability testing; Kansei Engineering
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SUMMARY OF EXPERTISE & FACILITIES

Offering more than 80 of the most popular degree programs in the state, Texas
A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) has been proudly providing a solid
academic reputation, renowned faculty and highly-rated degree programs since
1947. TAMU-CC is one of only seven federal test sites for unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS) in the nation. In addition, The School of Engineering & Computing
Sciences (ENCS) prepares students to pursue productive careers and advanced
degrees in engineering, computer science, or geographic information science and to
carry out scholarly investigations that enrich the educational experience of the
students and advances their state of knowledge in the field. To strengthen its
transportation system, TAMU-CC is partnering with the Corpus Christi Regional
Transportation Authority (CCRTA) to launch a pilot program to test autonomous
transportation. The partnership will provide circulation throughout the campus as
well as create new research and educational opportunities.
• Driving Simulator: TAMU-CC is currently developing a fully adjustable driving
simulator that can simulate automated vehicles in any vehicle package
configurations ranging from a mid-size sedan to a large SUV/truck.
• Lone Star UAS Center (LSUASC) of Excellence & Innovation: LSUASC is a
Texas-wide partnership for research, development, testing and evaluation of UAS
technologies led by educational institutions TAMU-CC, Texas Engineering
Experiment Station, and the Lead Systems Integrator, Camber Corporation
bringing UAS to America’s skies.

KEY PROJECTS

Developing Configurations for Takeover Request (TOR) Systems to Maximize
Safety
Abstract: In partially automated vehicles, higher levels of control automation can
lead to reduced situational awareness of human drivers; this is especially
problematic when automation requires human intervention during the TOR mode.
The format of this request has implications for safe driving behavior and driver
stress. Research is needed to identify configurations for TOR systems that
maximize safety during control transitions in partially automated vehicles. TOR time
(i.e., the amount of advanced notice given to the human driver of a pending needed
to take over manual control of the vehicle) has been investigated in several
empirical studies. However, research is still lacking with the effects of TOR methods
(e.g., visual, auditory, and tactile channels) and TOR time on safety-related metrics
(e.g., situational awareness, cognitive stress, trust). By compiling a large
multimodal dataset, which includes driver performance data, physiological data
and subjective feedback, we can identify ideal configurations (i.e., request methods
and TOR time) for safe transitions of control.
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Michael Sanders
Acting Executive Director
TAMU-CC, Lone Star UAS Center of
Excellence & Innovation
Michael.Sanders@tamucc.edu
Areas of Expertise: Research,
development, testing, and field trials
of unmanned aerial systems and
urban air mobility technologies
Joe Henry
Director of Commercialization &
Outreach
TAMU-CC, Lone Star UAS Center of
Excellence & Innovation
Joe.Henry@tamucc.edu
Areas of Expertise:
Commercialization and outreach to
support unmanned aerial systems
and urban air mobility technologies

Designing Safe and Effective Human-Car Interactions through Automated Vehicle
Simulation
Abstract: TAMU-CC is currently developing a fully adjustable driving simulator that
can simulate automated vehicles in any vehicle package configurations ranging from
a mid-size sedan to a large SUV/truck. TAMU-CC also has advanced wearable
physiological-measurement and eye-tracking systems that can accurately estimate a
driver’s stress levels bases on a driver’s pulse, ECG, heart rate variability, skin
conductance and eye movement. This project aims to understand the relationships
between TOR methods, driving performance, situational awareness and trust in
automation by using behavioral and physiological response data. The results would
be very useful for providing a guideline of designing safe and effective human-car
interactions (e.g., Tesla’s Autopilot feature).
Automated Low-Speed Shuttle Deployment
Abstract: TAMU-CC will have an opportunity to run an automated low-speed shuttle
(six-seat golf trolley, the speed ranges 5-10 mph) in the campus areas. The shuttle
will be particularly useful by providing mobility for students who live in the dormitory
as well as exploring research and education of self-driving vehicles for TAMU-CC
students. Meanwhile, to prepare for any unexpected circumstances of the shuttle,
the shuttle will be monitored and controlled by a remote driver station on the
campus.
Lone Star UAS Center of Excellence & Innovation and NASA Usher in New Era of
Aviation
Abstract: The Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi Lone Star UAS Center of
Excellence & Innovation and NASA, which have worked together for nearly five years,
are entering the final stages of testing for their Unmanned Aircraft Systems Traffic
Management (UTM) project for the purposes of safely integrating UAS into the
National Airspace System. Rehearsal flights took place in July in various areas in
and around downtown Corpus Christi with official testing from Aug. 12-23. There
were more than 100 participants involved in the project, including more than two
dozen student interns from Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi. Advancements
include better cameras, high quality GPS, onboard radios, systems for detect and
avoid and more. https://tamucc.edu/news/2019/08/082219-lone-star-uas-andnasa-enter-final-stages-of-utm-testing.html#.XaICDUZKhPY
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TEXAS A&M
TRANSPORTATION
INSTITUTE (TTI)
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Dr. Ed Seymour, P.E.
Executive Associate Director
Phone: (972) 994-2207
E-Seymour@tti.tamu.edu
Areas of Expertise: Connected and
automated vehicles, transportation
operations, intelligent transportation
systems, standards.
Dr. Katie Turnbull
Executive Associate Director
Phone: (979) 317-2473
K-Turnbull@tti.tamu.edu
Areas of Expertise: Low-speed
autonomous shuttle planning
and evaluation, transit AV/CV
applications, bicycle and pedestrian
interface, managed lanes, intelligent
transportation systems and
transportation policy and planning.
Dr. Beverly Kuhn, P.E.
TTI Senior Research Engineer
Phone: (979) 317-2823
B-Kuhn@tti.tamu.edu
Areas of Expertise: Active transportation and demand management,
transportation systems management
and operations, freeway operation,
intelligent transportation systems,
managed lanes, evaluation.

SUMMARY OF EXPERTISE & FACILITIES

Connectivity and automation will transform how people live, work, and interact with
their environment. To safely reach this future mobility, millions of miles and hours of
testing will be required. The Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI) has created a
world-class research environment on the Texas A&M University and RELLIS
campuses in Bryan/College Station, Texas, where researchers, industry, faculty and
students can develop, test, and validate smart mobility, connected infrastructure,
and automated vehicle solutions. The RELLIS Campus offers a 2,000-acre proving
ground with multiple runways, aprons, and transportation-related pavements, signs
and markings, soils, sensors, traffic operations, infrastructure and connected and
automated vehicle testing sites. In addition, TTI has built a state-of-the-art traffic
signal at the RELLIS Campus. The Smart Intersection further advances research in
traffic signal control, detection technology, and connected vehicle infrastructure.
This Smart Intersection was developed with contributions from Econolite, the Texas
Department of Transportation (TxDOT), and TTI. TTI has also built a Visibility
Research Laboratory, measuring 15 feet by 125 feet, which is the first of its kind in
a university setting. Located in TTI’s headquarters building, the laboratory can be
used to perform photometric and color measurements of sign sheeting, pavement
markings, retroreflective raised pavement markings and other retroreflective
devices.
• RELLIS Campus: https://rellis.tamus.edu/
• TTI Smart Intersection: https://tti.tamu.edu/facilities/smart-intersection/
• TTI Visibility Lab: https://tti.tamu.edu/facilities/vis-lab/

KEY PROJECTS

TTI is involved in over $10 million of connected and automated transportation
projects annually. The following projects present a cross section of the types of
projects being conducted:
Columbus Smart City and Connected Vehicle Pilot Evaluation
Sponsor: US Department of Transportation
Abstract: TTI was selected by FHWA to lead the national evaluation of the Columbus
Smart City and CV Pilot Deployments. Teaming with partners—such as Kittleson &
Associates, Inc., Gannett Fleming, Cadmus and JMC Rota—TTI is leading the
evaluation of the three CV pilot sites (in Tampa, New York City and Wyoming) and
Columbus, Ohio.
Texas Connected Freight Corridors
Sponsor: TxDOT
Abstract: Texas was one of the ten recipients selected for the 2017 Advanced
Transportation and Congestion Management Technologies Deployment (ATCMTD)
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Dr. Johanna Zmud
TTI Senior Research Scientist
Phone: (202) 679-3195
j-zmud@tti.tamu.edu
Areas of Expertise: Mobility analysis,
technology applications for traveldata collection, emerging data
management issues (e.g., data
governance, ownership and privacy),
and the impacts of new technologies
on travel demand.
Mr. Shawn Turner
Senior Research Engineer
Phone: (979) 317-2481
S-Turner@tti.tamu.edu
Areas of Expertise: Big data, data
quality, performance measurement,
bicycle and pedestrian data
collection, mobility data.

grants. The Texas Connected Freight Corridors vision is to create a sustainable
connected vehicle deployment in Texas using I-35, I-10, I-30 and I-45 to showcase
connected vehicle applications applicable to TxDOT and its partners throughout the
“Texas Triangle.” TTI is one of the research team members leading the concept of
operations, safety management plan and performance measurement and evaluation
plan. TTI has also led the development of vehicle-to-infrastructure applications that
are being planned for deployment, including connected work zone, wrong-way driving
detection and warnings and end of queue warnings.
Automated and Connected (AV/CV) Test Bed to Improve Transit, Bicycle and
Pedestrian Safety
Sponsor: TxDOT
Abstract: TTI developed a concept of operations plan for designing, testing, piloting,
demonstrating and deploying CAV technology hardware and applications to reduce
and eliminate crashes involving transit, bicyclists and pedestrians. A pilot test was
also conducted of the Mobileye Shield + collision avoidance system on a Texas A&M
University bus in Phase I of the project. In Phase II, TTI designed, developed and
piloted a Smart Intersection/Smart Bus application at the RELLIS Campus with
buses automatically communicating with a smart traffic signal to provide visual and
audio warnings to bicyclists and pedestrians. A beta Android smartphone app was
also developed and piloted for bicyclists and pedestrians at the Smart Intersection.
In Phase III, TTI is deploying the Smart Intersection application at the George Bush
Drive and Penberthy Boulevard intersection on the Texas A&M University Campus.
The Smart Intersection will be operated and evaluated over an 8-month period
in 2020.
Consumer Acceptance, Trust, and Future Use of Self-Driving Vehicles
Sponsor: The Frisco Transportation Management Association (TMA), including the
City of Frisco, Denton County Transportation Authority (DCTA), Frisco Station
Partners, Blue Star/The Star, and HALL Group/HALL Park
Abstract: TTI has been monitoring and tracking public opinion and acceptance of
higher levels of automated vehicles since 2015. The Drive.ai pilot in Frisco, Texas,
provided a chance to examine the influence of having taken a ride in a self-driving
vehicle on attitudes and future behavior. In spring 2019, TTI conducted an online
survey of 840 Frisco residents, including both Drive.ai pilot riders and non-riders,
and found that the experience of riding in a self-driving vehicle has a significant
positive influence on residents’ preferences, attitudes and potential usage. The
study concluded it is critical for cities to support autonomous vehicle pilots to get
intelligence as to their residents thinking about self-driving vehicles for future policy
and planning.
Connected Work Zone
Sponsor: United States Department of Transportation, TxDOT
Abstract: TTI leads a research effort for the DOT and TxDOT, focusing on the
advancement of traveler information in the work zone. The Initial phase of the
project developed, and pilot tested freight specific outreach regional and national
carriers, for Interstate 35 in the Waco District. The project also prototyped and
tested methodologies for the systemic integration and distribution of work zone
information via roadside DSRC through TxDOT’s statewide traffic management
software using a work zone corridor on I-35. The current project phase is focusing
on advancing the technologies and information transfer needs to support the
Texas Connected Freight Corridors project and will extend the infrastructure in place
on I-35.
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Gwendolyn C. Goodwin
Assistant Professor/Interim Director
CTTR
Texas Southern University
Gwendolyn.Goodwin@tsu.edu
Areas of Expertise: Automated
vehicle impacts on the workforce,
environmental justice, and public
involvement
Carol A. Lewis, Ph.D.
Professor & Emeritus Director, CTTR
Texas Southern University
carol.lewis@tsu.edu
Areas of Expertise: Transit planning
and operations, multi-modal
transportation planning, automated
vehicle shuttle operations
Sam Lott, Ph.D.
Research Assistant Professor, CTTR
Texas Southern University
jsam.lott@tsu.edu
Areas of Expertise: Transit planning
and operations, multimodal
transportation planning, automated
vehicle shuttle operations
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SUMMARY OF EXPERTISE & FACILITIES

The Center for Transportation Training and Research (CTTR) is a research arm of
Texas Southern University (TSU) and a companion to the Masters of Science
program in Transportation Planning and Management. The 21st century theme,
Educating the Professionals Who Move this Millennium, fosters an atmosphere for
conducting state of the industry research and encourages critical thinking and
analysis of emerging transportation issues. The center develops partnerships in the
transportation industry in order to prepare a multi-disciplinary workforce that plans,
manages, implements and operates transportation systems. Among the areas of
current research are improving demand estimation for intercity rail systems,
defining need and planning parameters for multijurisdictional (megaregions)
transportation planning and policy and operational implications of automated
vehicles. CTTR conducts research for the US Departments of Transportation (DOT)
and Homeland Security (DHS), National Cooperative Highway Research Program
(NCHRP), Texas Department of Transportation, North Central Texas Council of
Governments (NCTCOG), Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County and with
private transportation consultants.
• University District Partnership: Active proving grounds for the testing, research
and operations of a low-speed autonomous along a one-mile, closed-loop route
along TSU’s Tiger Walk. http://www.tsu.edu/news/2019/06/autonomous-vehicledebuted-on-june-3.html#.XbH8wC2ZOL5

KEY PROJECTS

The Transit Authority of Harris County (METRO) AV pilot project
Sponsor: Houston METRO & Houston-Galveston Area Council
Abstract: An Automated Vehicle Shuttle pilot program commenced in the Summer
semester of 2019 on the campus of TSU. The shuttle operates on a one-mile loop
with four stops. Students, faculty/staff and visitors are able to ride the vehicle from
the east side of campus with student housing and the library, traverse central
campus with the student center and classrooms, then end on the west at the
athletic center and basketball arena. During this semester, about 9500 students
are enrolled in classes. The AV Shuttle utilized in this project is manufactured by
Easy Mile. Its unique technology allows autonomous vehicles to navigate safely
without dedicated infrastructure. The technology consists of geolocalization,
obstacle detection, safety, cybersecurity and monitoring & black-box. The work with
Houston-Galveston Area Council monitors a cadre of variables, including the
vehicle’s physical and operational characteristics and patron response.
http://www.tsu.edu/news/2019/06/autonomous-vehicle-debuted-on-june-3.html#.
XaXpYEZKhaQ

Research Profiles
Direct Employment Impacts of Automated Vehicles
Sponsor: North Central Texas Council of Governments
Abstract: The scope of this document is to find information as it pertains to the
economic and employment impacts of the implementation of AVs. Various industry
leaders are seeking methods to implement this mega trend without damaging the
economy or disrupting the workforce.
NCHRP 20-102(02): Impacts of Regulations and Policies on CV & AV Technology:
Introduction in Transit Operations
Sponsor: National Cooperative Highway Research Program
Abstract: As automated vehicles are currently being introduced to roadways, in very
near future, transit agencies will begin to deploy these technologies as well. This
report examined the existing laws and regulations that may need to be amended to
address CV and AV transit applications. The work investigated the implications of
federal laws and regulations on the operational deployment of this new technology
in transit service, with extensive input from transit industry representatives.
Impacts of existing laws and regulations on design features of automated vehicles
were an important aspect of the study. The work was completed with a national
webinar sponsored by Transportation Research Board (TRB), a final report published
online by TRB, and a series of working papers found on the TRB project website.
The additional working papers prepared primarily by TSU CTTR addressed: AV transit
deployment scenarios, safety assurance considerations, workforce deployment,
operating agency policy, government laws and regulations, and preparation timelines
for AV transit.
Project Website: https://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.
asp?ProjectID=3935
Final Report: http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/176678.aspx
TRB National Webinar: http://www.trb.org/main/blurbs/176654.aspx
High Capacity Transit Studies of the Houston Region
Sponsor: Houston-Galveston Area Council
Abstract: TSU CTTR served as the technical consultant to H-GAC in support of the
High Capacity Transit (HCT) Task Force work over a one and one-half year period.
The Task Force studied the expansion of Houston’s multimodal transit system to
better ensure future mobility in light of the highly constrained roadway capacity. TSU
CTTR’s expertise in advanced transit technology and the new AV transit prospects
assisted the Task Force efforts in assessing the full spectrum of high capacity
transit modes and technologies, particularly with regard to the Service Concepts
Workgroup. In particular, CTTR helped articulated the role of advanced, fully
automated transit systems using automated/autonomous AV roadway vehicles. This
phase of the HCT Task Force work has resulted in the preparation of a Final Report
and the affirmation by the H-GAC Transportation Policy Council of the Task Force’s
work to the regional considerations of future transit technology applications. The
specific deliverable contributions of the CTTR specialty consulting team included a
summary of the technology classes and characteristics (Service Concepts), various
meeting and workgroup presentation slide decks, as well as drafting of narrative
text that was ultimately incorporated into the H-GAC 2045 Regional Transportation
Plan. http://www.h-gac.com/high-capacity-transit-task-force/high-capacity-transitsummary-report.aspx
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Gino Lim, Ph.D.
Professor and Chair, Hari and Anjali
Agrawal Faculty Fellow, Department of
Industrial Engineering
ginolim@uh.edu
Areas of Expertise: Optimization,
Transportation and Logistics
Yi-Lung Mo, Ph.D.
John and Rebecca Moores Professor,
Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering
ymo@uh.edu
Areas of Expertise: Smart Materials
and Sensors
Bernhard Bodmann, Ph.D.
Professor, Department of Mathematics
bgbodmann@uh.edu
Areas of Expertise: Probabilistic
Models for Population Flow in
Networks
Aron Laszka, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, Department of
Computer Science
alaszka@uh.eduzou
Areas of Expertise: Security and
Privacy in Smart Transportation;
Data-Driven Operational Planning for
Public Transit
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SUMMARY OF EXPERTISE & FACILITIES

The University of Houston (UH) has research capabilities in many areas of smart
mobility, including vehicle electrification, battery storage, logistics, transportation
engineering, human-machine interfaces, cyber security, infrastructure financing and
economics, and public and regulatory policy. UH is part of a public partnership
among the City of Houston, Texas Southern University and energy companies, such
as Oceaneering and GE, to provide best-in-class transition solutions for urban
settings.
• Hewlett Packard Enterprise Data Science Institute.
• Advanced Manufacturing Institute.
• Center for Carbon Management in Energy.
• Texas Center for Superconductivity at the University of Houston.
• National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping.
• Texas Center for Clean Engines, Emissions & Fuels.

KEY PROJECTS

A Framework for Building a Smart Port and Smart Port Index
Expert: Gino Lim
Ports and harbors are facing stiff competition for market share and delivering more
effective and secure flow of goods worldwide. High performing ports are
implementing smart technologies to better manage operations meeting new
challenges in maintaining safe, secure and energy efficient facilities that mitigate
environmental impacts. In this context, a new concept has emerged which is called
smart port. However, a unified definition of a smart port has not been well
documented. This paper attempts to develop a framework for a smart port and a
quantitative metric, Smart Port Index (SPI), that ports can use to improve their
resiliency and sustainability. Our proposed SPI is based on Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) gathered from the literature. These KPIs are organized around four
key activity domains of a smart port: operations, environment, energy and safety &
security. Case studies are conducted to show how one can use SPI and to assess
the performance of some of the busiest ports in the world. Our methodology
provides a quantitative tool for port authorities to develop their smart port
strategies, assess their smartness and identify strengths and weaknesses of their
current operations for continuous improvement. Our study reveals that smart port
initiatives around the world have different levels of comprehensiveness. The results
of this study also suggest that government policies and region-specific variables
can impact SPI value.
http://www.ie.uh.edu/sites/ie/files/faculty/glim/IJST-SmartPort-small.pdf
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Lu Gao, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Department of
Construction Management
lgao7@uh.edu
Areas of Expertise: Data Science
Applications for Managing
Transportation Infrastructure Assets
Jian Shi, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, Department of
Engineering Technology
jshi14@uh.edu
Areas of Expertise: Electrification
of Maritime Transportation Systems
(including electrified ports and
terminals, all-electric/hybrid
shipboard power systems)

Wireless Carbon Nanofiber Aggregate Sensor system for Real-Time Water Level
Monitoring and Flood Warning
Experts: Y.L. Mo, Xiaonan Shan, Yuhua Chen and Jinghong Chen
Floods are the most common natural disasters and cause more damage than other
hazards including earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and tsunamis. In fact, Texas
consistently leads the nation in flood deaths and the majority of those deaths are in
vehicles. Many accidents, rescues and deaths occur at low water crossings and
most occur at night. The objective of this research is to investigate low-cost means
to better alert the driving public to the risks of low water crossings. Specifically, we
will develop a Carbon NanoFiber Aggregate (CNFA)-based water level sensing and
flood warning system to achieve the following objectives: 1) a robust and low-cost
carbon nanofiber aggregate sensor will be developed to sense the flooding water
level in real time. The device could provide real-time flooding information, 2) a
robust signal acquisition and power supply system will be developed which can work
in harsh environments, such as heavy rains and hurricanes, without any power.
3) a low-cost LED system will be developed to display real-time flooding information
when needed, and 4) the system will work continuously, especially at night when
there is not a clear vision of flooding water levels. A rational design method and
appropriate manufacturing practices will be established for the CNFA-based water
level monitoring and flood warning system. The proposed technology can be widely
deployed in many urban, suburban and rural communities and could greatly improve
the driver safety at low water crossings.
High-Dimensional Data-Driven Energy Optimization for Multi-Modal Transit
Agencies (HD-EMMA)
Sponsor: Department of Energy
The goal of this project is to develop a high-resolution system-level data capture
and analysis framework to revolutionize the operational planning of a regional
transportation authority, specifically the Chattanooga Area Regional Transportation
Authority (CARTA). The availability of ubiquitous high-speed networking in
Chattanooga provides us with a unique opportunity to provide mechanisms for
significantly improving the operational efficiency of fleet operations. Specifically, we
collect high-resolution datasets containing all information about engine status,
vehicle location, fuel usage, etc. in real-time from CARTA’s fleet of buses, car
sharing, and e-bike sharing vehicles and send them to a central station for analysis.
Additionally, we get state of charge data from the electric vehicles which can then
be used to estimate vehicle health using data-driven prognostic algorithms
developed by the team. Combined with the traffic congestion information obtained
from external sources, such as HERE, this data can help create high-resolution
energy consumption predictors, contextualized with features such as vehicle types
and events in the city. These predictors can then be used by agencies like CARTA
for operational optimization. This project will enable the development and evaluation
of tools to promote energy efficiency within a mobility-as-a-service transportation
model in a mid-sized city. In addition to energy efficiency within each specific mode
of operation, such as electric bus and electric car, this project will also characterize
network mobility and energy efficiency associated with movement throughout a
continuum of transportation choices present within Chattanooga.
https://www.netl.doe.gov/sites/default/files/2018-10/20180925_JPG01_Energy_
Optimization_Multiple_MULTI_CX.PDF
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Innovative Construction Engineering and Management for the Durability of
Transportation Infrastructure
Expert: Lu Gao
Most of the large transportation infrastructure construction projects are unique
and require a great deal of specific features and complex construction systems.
The low degree of standardization, complex task of quality control, high
vulnerability to climatic conditions and large geotechnical and geological
uncertainties add great construction risks that the infrastructure we build today
will be durable in the future. To address these issues, they will develop
multidisciplinary modeling, simulation and visualization tools, self-sensing
materials, remote monitoring systems with effective wireless communication
technologies including using GPS, 3D scanning applications and optimization
models to improve construction quality, productivity, safety and durability of
multimodal transportation infrastructure.
An Integrated and Data-Driven Solution to Enable Sustainable and Resilient
Smart Ports
Expert: Jian Shi
With the world trade and globalization demanding marine transportation, maritime
ports have faced ever-increasing pressure to optimize their performance and
deliver more effective and secure flows of goods worldwide. In this project, we are
developing new solutions to facilitate the transition of conventional ports into
high-performance ports to keep up with the ever-increasing trade volume and the
resulting traffic, minimize the impact on the environment and public health and
reduce vulnerability to extreme natural and man-made disasters.
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Street Noise Relationship to Vulnerable Road User Safety
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Center (UTC)
Abstract: Street noise may be a valuable indicator for bicyclist safety, but no
studies have evaluated the relationship to date. This study develops a method for
evaluating street noise and documented crash rates for roadways in Austin,
Texas, and Washington, D.C., in a manner that is replicable by researchers and
practitioners. Researchers collect street-level noise in both cities over a range of
locations, facility types, and times and compare these against crash records,
normalized by bicycle volumes and other explanatory variables. Descriptive and
inferential statistics of a pilot test suggest a role for street-level road noise
impacts to vulnerable road user safety. If this full-scale examination in two cities
show consistent results, street-level noise measurement—obtainable by nonexperts—may offer time and cost savings relative to other street safety
estimation methods for bicyclists. Street noise may be a valuable proxy for safety
variables such as motorized vehicle speed, volumes and proximity to bicyclists,
which could result in improvements to facility design and crash modification
factors to reduce bicycle crashes.
https://www.vtti.vt.edu/utc/safe-d/index.php/projects/street-noise-relationshipto-vulnerable-road-user-safety/
Sources and Mitigation of Bias in Big Data for Transportation Safety
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Center (UTC)
Abstract: High quality data for transportation safety planning has been expensive
and slow to obtain. Recently, new big data sources allow more detailed analysis
of vehicle, transit, bicycle and pedestrian trips than ever before. However, big
data generally represents transactions rather than trips–inherently including a
range of biases related to representation. Big data sources offer both prospect
and problems for transportation planning, regarding how well they reflect the
broad population of transportation system users or individual markets subject to
digital divide and other biases of representation. Research has identified farreaching bias issues in synthetic literature review and interviews with expert
practitioners. Results suggest implications for transportation safety research and
practice to identify and mitigate bias in big data.
https://www.vtti.vt.edu/utc/safe-d/index.php/projects/sources-and-mitigation-ofbias-in-big-data-for-transportation-safety/
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Qing Yang
Assistant Professor
University of North Texas | Computer
Science & Engineering
Qing.Yang@unt.edu
Areas of Expertise: Connected and
autonomous vehicles (CAV)
Song Fu
Associate Chair for Computer
Engineering
Director, Dependable Computing
Systems Lab Assistant Professor
Department of Computer Science and
Engineering
University of North Texas | Computer
Science & Engineering
Song.Fu@unt.edu
Areas of Expertise: Connected and
autonomous vehicle (CAV)
Jose Grimaldo
Associate Director for Program
Development, Center for Logistics
Education and Research (CLER)
Adjunct Faculty
Department of Marketing, Logistics,
and Operations Management
University of North Texas | G. Brint
Ryan College of Business
jose.grimaldo@unt.edu
Areas of Expertise: Supply chain
management and logistics

SUMMARY OF EXPERTISE & FACILITIES

The connected and autonomous vehicle (CAV) group at UNT includes two
professors, seven Ph.D. students, two M.S. students, three undergraduate students
and several Texas Academy of Mathematics and Science (TAMS) students. The
research of CAV@UNT has been supported by the National Science Foundation
(NSF), Department of Energy, Federal Highway Administration, Office of Navy
Research, Toyota, Amazon, Google, Cisco, Nvidia and Xilinx. The research problems
we are currently working on include:
• Cooperative perception for connected and autonomous vehicles.
• Accurate pedestrian and cyclist detection using 2D and 3D data fusion.
• Finding blurry vehicles using Generative Adversarial Network.
• Designing efficient deep learning models for autonomous vehicles.
• Edge computing for traffic monitoring.

KEY PROJECTS

REU Site: Vehicular Edge Computing and Security: Research Experience for
Undergraduates
Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Abstract: This Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) Site award funds a
new REU Site at the University of North Texas. The site will recruit undergraduates
from across the nation to participate in research involving vehicular edge computing
and security. The topic is important and timely due to the high demand for
dependable, reliable and secure autonomous cars. The students will work in teams
to develop technologies and apply them to electric cars equipped with a variety of
sensors. The students will participate in a variety of related professional
development activities. The REU experience provides students with the foundations
and inspiration to pursue computing careers and research in areas that are rapidly
evolving and essential for the technical workforce of the future.
https://www.cse.unt.edu/~song/REU/
Developing System Monitoring and Analytics System
Sponsor: Los Alamos National Laboratory
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C. Michael Walton, Ph.D.
Professor, Cockrell Centennial Chair in
Engineering
UT Austin | Department of Civil,
Architectural, and Environmental
Engineering
cmwalton@mail.utexas.edu
Areas of Expertise: Intelligent
transportation systems, economics
and policy analysis, commercial
vehicle operations, intermodal/
combined transport, and institutional
arrangements
Amit Bhasin, Ph.D.
Director, Center for Transportation
Research & Professor
UT Austin | Department of Civil,
Architectural, and Environmental
Engineering
a-bhasin@mail.utexas.edu
Areas of Expertise: Infrastructure
materials engineering, fundamental
material properties and performance
of asphalt mixtures
Junmin Wang, Ph.D.
Professor, Accenture Endowed
Professorship in Mechanical
Engineering
UT Austin | Department of Mechanical
Engineering
JWang@austin.utexas.edu
Areas of Expertise: Automated
vehicles, simulation, control and
estimation methods

SUMMARY OF EXPERTISE & FACILITIES

The University of Texas at Austin (UT) is ranked among the top research universities
in the country. Among the extensive expertise, UT offers research capabilities to
advance smart mobility in civil and mechanical engineering, community and regional
planning, information studies, advanced computing and other domains. Recognized
as one of the leading university-based transportation research centers in the world,
UT’s researchers, faculty members and students work together to promote cuttingedge developments in transportation science and technology. Students play an
integral on role in research, working side-by-side with researchers and faculty
members to gain the real-world experience they will need to succeed after
graduation. Key activities include research into connected and automated vehicles,
transit deserts, transportation policy, and strategic planning for emerging
transportation technologies.
• Center for Transportation Research: Pioneers interdisciplinary research to
advance new mobility strategies and solutions.
• Texas Advanced Computing Center: Designs and operates some of the world’s
most powerful computing resources.
• Mobility Systems Lab: Advances control, modeling, estimation, optimization and
diagnosis of dynamical systems through research using a fully instrumented
autonomous hybrid electric vehicle, a six-degrees of freedom motion base driving
simulator, and an in-wheel motor electric vehicle.
• Urban Information Lab: Uses emerging information technologies to better
understand, measure, plan and develop our urban environments.

KEY PROJECTS

Texas Technology Task Force
Sponsor: Texas Department of Transportation
Abstract: The Texas Technology Task Force (TTTF) is committed to advancing the
development of a high-performance transportation system to position Texas as the
leading nexus of economic activity and technological innovation. Launched in 2013
through a charge from the Texas Legislature, the TTTF is a strategic advisory body
to TxDOT who maintains an Emerging Technology Portfolio that identifies critical
technologies, assesses the barriers, opportunities, and technology maturity levels,
and advances recommendations to TxDOT through the Technology Utilization Plan.
The TTTF organizes quarterly meetings where subject matter experts are invited to
discuss the state of practice, build awareness among TxDOT and other
stakeholders, and chart a course of action for Texas. In addition, the TTTF has also
published a series of white papers on critical topics. Recent publications include
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Research Engineer, Manager, Data
Mining & Statistics
UT Austin | Texas Advanced
Computing Center
xwj@tacc.utexas.edu
Areas of Expertise: Large scale
information management and
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Junfeng Jiao, Ph.D.
Associate Professor & Director of
Urban Information Lab
UT Austin School of Architecture |
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jjiao@austin.utexas.edu
Areas of Expertise: Healthy
Community Planning & Design,
Urban Form, GIS & Big Data, Urban
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mobility-as-a-service, connected vehicle applications, data sharing and scenario
planning.
https://www.txdot.gov/inside-txdot/division/planning/texas-technology-taskforce.html
Texas Connected Freight Corridors
Sponsor: Texas Department of Transportation
Abstract: Texas was one of the ten recipients selected for the 2017 Advanced
Transportation and Congestion Management Technologies Deployment (ATCMTD)
grants. The Texas Connected Freight Corridors vision is to create a sustainable
connected vehicle deployment in Texas using I-35, I-10, I-30 and I-45 to showcase
connected vehicle applications applicable to TxDOT and its partners throughout the
“Texas Triangle.” UT Austin Center for Transportation Research (UT CTR) is one of
the research team members with TTI and SwRI leading the stakeholder outreach
activities and contributing to the performance measurement and evaluation plan. UT
CTR builds upon its relationships with the public and private sectors to identify
needs, prioritize connected vehicle applications, and ensure the success of the
project by aligning project goals at the local, state and federal levels.
https://www.txdot.gov/inside-txdot/division/traffic/freight-corridors.html
Enhancing Road Weather Management during Wildfires and Flash Floods through
New Data Collection, Sharing, and Public Dissemination Technologies
Sponsor: Texas Department of Transportation
Abstract: Wildfires, flash floods, freezes, and other types of extreme weather events
have a significant impact on safety and mobility throughout Texas. The Texas
Department of Transportation (TxDOT) plays a critical role in enabling effective
interagency coordination for the evacuation of affected residents, as well as the
delivery of necessary resources in emergency conditions. Operating TxDOT
roadways in the safest way feasible is crucial: deaths caused by frozen or flooded
roadway conditions can be prevented if receptive travelers are better informed and
prepared. This project addresses two objectives: 1) identify the challenges,
benefits, and strategies for data collection and sharing to maximize TxDOT’s ability
to improve responses to extreme weather events; and 2) explore new methods and
technologies to find effective ways to disseminate weather-related roadway
information to the public.
https://library.ctr.utexas.edu/Presto/content/Detail.aspx?ctID=M2UxNzg5YmEtYzMyZS00ZjBlLWIyODctYzljMzQ3ZmVmOWFl&rID=NTc4&qrs=RmFsc2U=&ph=VHJ1ZQ==&bckToL=VHJ1ZQ==&rrtc=RmFsc2U=
Synergy: Real-Time Cyber-Human-Vehicle Systems for Driving Safety
Enhancement
Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Abstract: The goal of this project is to conduct multidisciplinary and in-depth
research on cyber-human-vehicle systems (CHVS) and generate innovative
methodologies that can optimally and holistically synthesize the human driving
characteristics, vehicle active motion control, onboard real-time computation
task-scheduling, as well as real-time vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications for
CHVS to substantially enhance driving safety particularly in emergency situations.
Continuous curriculum development and K-12 outreach will facilitate the
achievement of educational and outreach goals. Industrial collaborations will be
pursued to transfer the research findings.
https://sites.utexas.edu/msl/nsf-cps1645657/
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Identifying Transit Deserts in Texas Cities: The Gap between Supply & Demand
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Centers (UTC)
Abstract: The term “transit desert” is a new concept that looks at the gap
between level of transit service (supply) and needs of a particular population
(demand). These populations are often referred to as “transit dependent,” or
people that are too young, too old too poor or who are physically unable to drive.
“Transit deserts” in this case are defined as areas that lack adequate public
transit service given areas containing populations that are deemed transitdependent. This study aims to analyze and establish a clear method for
calculating and quantifying gaps between transit demand and supply using
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). The study looks at four major US cities:
Charlotte, North Carolina; Chicago, Illinois; Cincinnati, Ohio; and Portland, Oregon.
Transit deserts often occur in neighborhoods surrounding historic downtowns;
however, exceptions occur in very isolated rural areas.
https://soa.utexas.edu/sites/default/disk/Texas%20Transit%20Deserts%20
%28Center%20for%20Sustainable%20Development%29.pdf
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Jeffrey Weidner, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, UTEP Department
of Civil Engineering
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Areas of Expertise: Smart Cities,
Structural Engineering, Infrastructure
Resilience
Marketa Vavrova, Ph.D.
Research Associate, UTEP Center for
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mvavrova@utep.edu
Areas of Expertise: Multimodal
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Planning, Roadway Safety, Active
Transportation
Natalia Villanueva-Rosales, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, UTEP Department
of Computer Science
nvillanuevarosales@utep.edu
Areas of Expertise: Smart Cities,
Ontologies, Data Discovery,
Integration, Trust and Management
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SUMMARY OF EXPERTISE & FACILITIES

The University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) is an R1 Research University located in
the heart of the binational community of El Paso and Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, primed
to address the unique challenges of a cross-border metroplex. The research
capabilities of the Department of Civil Engineering at UTEP are anchored by the
Center for Transportation Infrastructure Systems (CTIS) with over $2.5M in research
expenditures in 2018. CTIS maintains expertise in all aspects of transportation
infrastructure and frequently partners at UTEP with Computer Science, Sociology,
Anthropology, Public Administration and Economics to create diverse,
multidisciplinary teams capable of addressing complex challenges at the nexus of
society and engineering. We are fortunate to be supported by a robust network of
alumni both in El Paso, throughout the state of Texas and globally.
Civil Engineering maintains relationships with local public stakeholders both through
the Texas Innovation Alliance and independently. Most recently, UTEP collaborated
with the Performance Office at the City of El Paso to develop a strategic initiative
related to a Smart Cities Roadmap for the city to pursue in their efforts to remain
on the forefront of smart technology and cement our collective status as an
innovative Smart Community. UTEP is committed to collaborating with all our local
partners to address challenges particular to our community with the goal of
improving the quality of life for all our residents, businesses and visitors.
• UTEP Center for Transportation Infrastructure Systems
https://www.utep.edu/engineering/ctis/
• UTEP Border Intermodal Gateway (BIG) Laboratory
https://www.utep.edu/engineering/ctis/facilities/transportation-lab.html

KEY PROJECTS

C2SMART Urban Connector
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Centers (UTC)
Abstract: Researchers at UTEP and New York University (NYU) have collaborated on
the development of a smartphone application named Urban Connector, which is
designed to cater to the urban mobility needs and preferences of seniors.
With the support from the Parks and Recreation Department in the City of El Paso,
researchers at UTEP and NYU have conducted surveys in El Paso and New York to
understand the lifestyle and mobility needs of the seniors. Based on this
knowledge, a prototype of the application was developed. A follow-up survey was
conducted in El Paso to gather feedbacks on the design and functional features.
The prototype was improved to become the beta version of Urban Connector. The
beta version has been tested by 40 seniors in El Paso for one month. The
researchers are currently preparing to field test the Urban Connector in New York
and to launch Version 1.0 in El Paso.
http://c2smart.engineering.nyu.edu/2019/05/31/urban-connector-field-tests/

Research Profiles
C2SMART Automated Truck Lanes in Urban Areas
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Centers (UTC)
Abstract: The objective of this project is to recommend infrastructure design and
demonstrate, by means of microscopic traffic simulation, the Concept of Operations
(ConOps) of automated truck lanes in future highways in urban areas. The testbed
for this project is a 55-mile section of the I-10 Freeway with the Texas Department
of Transportation El Paso District. Based on the results of the ConOps, a
preliminary economic impact study will be conducted to assess the potential
impacts of bringing autonomous freight vehicles to the region.
This is the first year of a multi-year project. The ultimate goal of this research is to
recommend vehicle management, infrastructure design and policy guidelines for
state and local agencies in preparation of the transition from the existing vehicleinfrastructure system to one that accommodates fully automated truck
http://c2smart.engineering.nyu.edu/2019/04/23/automated-truck-lanes-in-urbanarea-for-through-and-cross-border-traffic-2/
C2SMART Sparkman: A Smart Parking Management Tool for University Campuses
Sponsor: USDOT University Transportation Centers (UTC)
Abstract: Every vehicle trip starts and ends with parking, making parking facilities
main components of transportation infrastructure. Universities face particularly
complex parking problems due to the wide variety of trip types, users and facilities
they serve. Every university has a parking department responsible for the
implementation of parking policies. The common parking management strategies
are zoning of parking lots (allocation of stalls to different types of users),
differentiation of permits and prices for different zones, preferential treatment (e.g.,
for carpool vehicles), among others. PI Kelvin Cheu and his students have
developed a total parking demand model for students and a “base price” model for
student parking permits based on data gathered from an internet survey on parking
at 208 university campuses across the United States. This project aims to develop
a student parking lot zoning and zone permit pricing model, and then integrate the
total demand model, “base price” model and the zoning model into a software tool
named Sparkman, which can be used by all university parking offices.
http://c2smart.engineering.nyu.edu/2019/05/31/sparkman-smart-parkingmanagement/#1558707109879-a4bbdf05-d7cd
TXDOT 0-6893: North Texas Bicycle and Pedestrian Crash Analysis
Sponsor: Texas Department of Transportation
Abstract: In the last 5 years, more than 2700 pedestrians and 270 cyclists lost
their lives in crashes on Texas roadways, which accounts for approximately 17% of
all traffic fatalities (FARS 2013-2017). With the national goal to achieve a significant
reduction in traffic fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads, and the state
and local safety performance targets in place, this research project conducts a
holistic investigation of the causes of pedestrian and bicycle crashes based on 5
years of historical data from Texas’ largest metropolitan planning area, the North
Central Texas Council of Governments.
https://www.utep.edu/engineering/ctis/research/Current%20Research1/
TXDOT%20464MITA047.html
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Research Profiles

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
AT SAN ANTONIO

SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS
Ahmad F. Taha, PhD
Assistant Professor, Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering,
The University of Texas at San Antonio
ahmad.taha@utsa.edu
Areas of Expertise: Connected
Vehicles, Smart Grids, Uncertain
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)
Amit Kumar, PhD
Assistant Professor, Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering,
The University of Texas at San Antonio
amit.kumar@utsa.edu
Areas of Expertise: Connected and
Autonomous Vehicle (CAV), Traffic
and Incident Management, Intelligent
Transportation Systems
Greg P. Griffin, PhD, AICP
Assistant Professor, Department of
Architecture, The University of Texas
at San Antonio
greg.griffin@utsa.edu
Areas of Expertise: Crowdsourcing,
Health Planning, Public Participation,
Micromobility
Murtuza Jadliwala, PhD
Assistant Professor, Department of
Computer Science, The University of
Texas at San Antonio
murtuza.jadliwala@utsa.edu
Areas of Expertise: Activity
Recognition, Pedestrian Safety,
Privacy Enhancing Technologies
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SUMMARY OF EXPERTISE & FACILITIES

The University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) advances knowledge in smart
mobility through research spanning the fields of computer science, engineering and
urban planning. Building on strengths in cybersecurity, transportation safety and
urban sensing, mobility researchers at UTSA have received funding through the
National Science Foundation, the US Department of Transportation, state and local
partnerships to advance foundational and applied research. Following are some of
the research facilities and labs at UTSA working on smart mobility:
• Center for Urban and Regional Planning Research: https://www.utsa.edu/curpr/
• Security, Privacy, Trust and Ethics in Computing (SPriTE) lab:
https://sprite.utsa.edu/
• Transportation Systems Modeling Laboratory (TSM):
http://engineering.utsa.edu/akumar/

KEY PROJECTS

Crowdsourced Social Media Monitoring System Development
Sponsor: Georgia Department of Transportation
Abstract: Crowdsourcing is a relatively new area of research but it is already
generating an enormous amount of interest among both researchers and
practitioners, and is finding applications in multiple domains. It is particularly useful
for efficient traffic management and increasing public participation. Many state
departments of transportation (DOTs) are already using crowdsourced technologies
and others are exploring its applications for traffic management. Researchers are
using sensor-rich mobile phones and online social networks for fetching data from
network users. Despite recent advancements, there remain gaps between the state
of the art and practice that need to be bridged. Programs like the Waze Connected
Citizens Program and Strava Metro Data Program are success stories in practice.
This study explores the implementation of crowdsourced traffic management by
Georgia DOT (GDOT) and the challenges specific to them. The reliability of data and
filtering high volumes of information were found to be the two primary concerns. The
team proposed a system which can potentially tackle those challenges. The system
consists of a mobile application and a text mining application that together leverage
the existing Twitter technology stack. Based on interviews with traffic management
professionals and a visit to GDOT, the report contains recommendations that would
improve the workflow at the traffic management center. Computer vision, data
management and social media analytics would be particularly beneficial to decrease
operator burden. A system with multiple sources of information integrated into one
would be particularly beneficial. We are on the cusp of a revolution with respect to
big data and crowdsourcing. This is the ideal time for GDOT to invest in
crowdsourcing technologies to reap the benefits in the future.
https://rosap.ntl.bts.gov/view/dot/32726

Research Profiles
EAGER: A Cloud-assisted Framework for Improving Pedestrian Safety in Urban
Communities using Crowd-sourced Mobile and Wearable Device Data
Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Abstract: Pedestrian safety continues to be a significant concern in urban
communities. Several recent reports indicate that injuries and fatalities in
pedestrian-related accidents are steadily rising and that pedestrian distraction is
one of the leading causes in such accidents. Existing systems and techniques for
improving pedestrian safety, which primarily operate on users’ smartphones and
mobile devices in a stand-alone fashion, have several design drawbacks and
performance and usability concerns that have precluded their successful adoption
and usage. The goal of this project is to improve pedestrian safety by designing
accurate, efficient and usable tools and techniques which can be easily adopted by
urban users.
In order to accomplish this goal, this project plans to pursue a focused research
agenda involving novel technologies and several exploratory and untested ideas. As
part of the proposed pedestrian safety framework, accurate and energy-efficient
on-device distraction detection techniques will be developed by employing multisensor and heterogeneous data available from upcoming mobile and wearable
devices. In this direction, supervised and semi-supervised learning will be used to
design efficient activity classification and distraction prediction techniques which
will be empirically evaluated using proof-of-concept implementations. Unlike existing
stand-alone approaches, the proposed framework employs a connected-community
approach to accurately capture the impact of both a pedestrian’s own actions, as
well as the actions of others, on his/her safety. This involves the design and
implementation of a privacy-preserving and cloud-assisted data-analytics engine to
capture, analyze and notify pedestrians of impending hazardous situations from the
crowd-sourced distraction data obtained from participating users.
https://nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1637290
Optimal Sensor Selection and Robust Traffic Detection and Estimation in a World
of Connected Vehicles
Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Abstract: Reliable traffic management strategies require accurate knowledge of
traffic levels on roads. Though the emergence of connected vehicles (CV) offers
tremendous potential for sharing traffic data about vehicles’ locations and speeds
through wireless communications, there are both privacy concerns and bandwidth
constraints – not all users want to share and not all vehicles are able to share. This
project will address both issues by designing methods to guide the selection of
some road users for data sharing and analysis to provide accurate estimation of
traffic levels in real time while addressing privacy and bandwidth issues. Throughout
this project, training modules in traffic and machine learning sciences will be
designed at both UTSA and UT Austin and students from underrepresented groups
will be recruited at UTSA where 58 percent of enrolled students are minorities.
The project will: (i) consider privacy of user data hence maintaining anonymity of
vehicles and users, (ii) identify sudden changes in traffic conditions due to
accidents, (iii) design a time-varying selection of traffic data collected in real-time
from CVs, and (iv) quantify limits on the network bandwidth and uncertainty in traffic
conditions and road properties. The project’s major contribution lies in advancing
the use of CVs as real-time, mobile traffic sensors. This involves the integration of
concepts from multiple disciplines: traffic flow, networked systems, estimation and
machine learning theories.
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1917164
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Visions for Texas Transportation

Visions For the Future

❝

I envision a future where all communities
have more, affordable travel choices
and I can plan my trips to either beat the
traffic or take another option that is just
as convenient as my car. It would be great
if the future included automated vehicles
or on-demand transit where I could make
a request and a vehicle would show up in
minutes and drive me to and from where I
need to go while I relax and enjoy the ride.

Visions for Texas Transportation

Brian

Community:
Dove Springs, Austin

Transportation is important to me because…
It’s how I get to my school to receive the training I need.

The Challenge:
As a student enrolled at the Texas School for the Blind, I heavily rely on the bus to get me to and from
school on time. My bus ride averages 1.5 hours each way, which means at least 15 hours of bus time
each week. I am grateful for this option, but in a car this trip only takes 30 minutes. It’s frustrating to
feel like I’m losing time stuck on a bus each week.

My Vision:
I am hopeful for a future where I have multiple and accessible mobility and ridesharing options.

Visions for Texas Transportation

Anthony

Community:
Wellborn

Transportation is important to me because…
It’s how I get to my medical appointments.

The Challenge:
I do not own a car and my family cannot always take me to my medical appointments. If my medical
visit takes longer than I thought, I miss my scheduled pick-up and the bus company can’t always
reschedule my return trip. So I have to pay for someone to drive me back home.

My Vision:
I see a future where I can call one number at any time of day and they can match me with a
transportation provider who can work with my schedule to get me to and from my medical trips at the
lowest possible price. It would be great if it was all covered by one pre-paid pass.

Debbie Musgrave

Community Non-Profit Transportation Manager

Community:
Arlington

Transportation is important to me because…
People are trying to find and keep employment, access housing, get children to school, as well get to
medical and social service appointments. Those with no transportation find this very difficult just to
take care of appointments and access the services they need.

The Challenge:
Many in our community do not have funding available to pay for transportation. We are limited
in resources, however, we do provide rides with the two drivers that we have on staff. We
work directly with all three shelters in Arlington and we are on call for the local hospitals
to transport patients home, work with apartment complexes to help elderly persona go
shopping three times per week, work directly with AISD for families in transition, teenagers
with babies and drop out prevention. We assist in getting people to the bus and train station.
We also pay for VIA, and refer to Catholic Charities and Handitran. As available, volunteers
provide transportation to those who come to Mission Arlington. These are all categories of
people who would have no other transportation resources.

My Vision:
Our vision is that everyone in Arlington would have access to affordable transportation.

Visions for Texas Transportation

Lyndsey

Community:
Bryan

Transportation is important to me because…
It’s part of my quality of life.

The Challenge:
I live and work in Bryan and traffic is terrible during rush hour and football game days. I don’t have
many options other than driving and we just don’t have a good enough travel app to help me plan my
trips because we really don’t need one most of the time.

My Vision:
I envision a future where all communiies have more affordable travel choices and I can plan my trips
to either beat the traffic or take another option that is just as convenient as my car. It would be great if
the future include automated vehicles or on-demand transit where I could make a request and a vehicle
would show up in minutes and drive me to and from where I need to go while I relax and enjoy the ride.

Charles

Community:
Hall Park/FTMA area, Frisco

Transportation is important to me because…
Sometimes my car isn’t the most convenient option

The Challenge:
I am an employee at Hall Office Park. I spend a lot of time sitting in traffic during my daily commute
and the last thing I want to do is fight traffic again at lunch time. Considering how far I must park from
my office, the whole process of driving anywhere is frustrating and time consuming. Instead, I typically
eat lunch at my desk every day. I wish I could walk to all the amenities in and around the office park
but it either takes too long or the weather doesn’t cooperate.

My Vision:
I envision a future where I can carpool or use another mobility service to get to my job and save my car
for weekend use. Once at work, various mobility options would be available to access shopping, dining,
and errands during the day when I am without a car. It would be nice if these transportation options
were available on-demand and took me to all of the places I need to go. An added bonus would be a
vehicle with enough capacity so that a group of us could share and go to lunch at the same time.

Visions for Texas Transportation

Mikey

Community:
Texas A&M

Transportation is important to me because…
It’s how I get to school.

The Challenge:
As a student at Texas A&M, I can take a bus or drive my car to campus and park it. However, the
buses don’t always run on time, traffic around campus makes it difficult to get to class on time and
finding a parking space on campus is both a hassle and way too expensive.

My Vision:
I think students need to take more responsibility in being part of the solution rather than just
complaining about the problem. We can’t all try to drive onto campus at the same time and expect
that there won’t be traffic or that a perfect parking space will be available. We also need to work
with Transportation Services to address how to make the bus system more effective.

❝

It would be great if the future
include automated vehicles
or on-demand transit where I
could make a request and a vehicle would show up in minutes
and drive me to and from where
I need to go while I relax and
enjoy the ride.
– Lyndsey,
Bryan, TX

Visions for Texas Transportation

❝

Ileana Rodriguez

Architectural Designer and Accessibility Specialist,
Swam for Team USA in ParaOlympics

“I ride METRO’s 82 Westheimer and with buses
arriving every 6 minutes to 10 minutes it’s perfect for
business, swim practice or wherever the day takes
me.”

Maria

Community:
Del Valle, Austin

Transportation is important to me because…
Without it I’m cut off from services that impact my health.

The Challenge:
As a retired person, I’m on a fixed income with increasing health concerns. I have a physical disability
that requires me to use a wheelchair. I need to visit my doctor frequently to track my progress and
manage pain. It’s difficult for me to use public transportation because my neighborhood lacks safe
sidewalks and often the midday heat is too much for me to bear. I’m not eligible to use Metro Access,
and Uber and Lyft are not always equipped to transport me with my wheelchair. Using a taxi service
that is handicap accessible costs me upwards of $80.00 round trip. It’s exceedingly important for me
to be able to schedule affordable and accessible transportation to my doctor’s appointments.

My Vision:
I want to maintain my independence and don’t want to be homebound. My vision would be to call an
on-demand transportation service that was accessible and affordable. Having more affordable options
would eliminate much of my stress and would allow me more opportunity to go to places that improve
my overall quality of life.

Visions for Texas Transportation

Joy Horak-Brown

President & CEO, New Hope Community, Inc.

Community:
New Hope Community Inc.

Transportation is important to me because…
Transportation and affordable housing are life-stabilizing.

The Challenge:
Hope residents earn about 30% of the median income and transit-oriented development is critical to
providing a safe and secure environment for the residents.

My Vision:
Every single one of our properties are very close to robust METRO lines and so we are particularly in
love with this idea because residents can get to jobs on the rail

Amy

Community:
City of Frisco

Transportation is important to me because…
I spend a lot of time in my car

The Challenge:
I am a busy mom and spend most of my day driving my kids around to school and various activities.
Congestion has been increasing in Frisco since I moved here several years ago. Sometimes I get stuck
at a signal and there’s no clear reason why or how I should change my route. I have lots of app choices
on my phone but which one has the latest
info that is Frisco-specific?

My Vision:
I envision a future where I can access realtime information in my car so I know the best
routes to travel and avoid delays. Whether it’s
Google Traffic, Waze, or TomTom, it would
be nice if Frisco’s accident information,
road closures, signal timing data, etc., were
integrated across all platforms so I can plan
my travel accordingly.

Visions for Texas Transportation

Jason

Community:
Stonebriar Mall Area, Frisco

Transportation is important to me because…
It’s how I access my job.

The Challenge:
I live approximately one hour away by car from where I work in Frisco. My wife uses our only car to
get the kids to school and to her job. In order to get to my work, I carpool with three others to share
costs of gas and tolls. Last month, the woman who drove us found a new job closer to home and I
was left without a ride to work with little notice to make new arrangements. I’m concerned my job is
in jeopardy without reliable transportation.

My Vision:
I wish there were safe, affordable, and reliable transit options that could get me from the city where
I live to Frisco on a daily basis. A bus or shuttle or even a vanpool with a dedicated driver that could
pick everyone up at a central location and drop them at the various places around the mall and
nearby hotels.

❝

I envision a future where San Antonio
is a city where bikers and quick trip
options are embraced and intentionally
designed to empower. I envision a
city that gets bold at deterring single
occupancy vehicles.
– Felipe
San Antonio, TX

Visions for Texas Transportation

Cindy

Community:
Brooks, San Antonio

Transportation is important to me because…
It’s how I meet up with friends at my local senior center.

The Challenge:
I don’t mind driving short distances but longer ones I avoid. Since the senior center I go to is too
far, I take the bus. I am finding it harder to walk to the bus stop though so I have started going less
frequently and started asking for rides from those who still drive. I would go to the senior center more
often if the bus stop wasn’t so far from my house.

My Vision:
I envision a future where I don’t have to walk to the bus stop, but instead a shuttle comes to me.
Walking is getting more difficult and I don’t like to drive long distances, but that shouldn’t mean I
become isolated from friends or activities. I want a city that looks out for the aging population to keep
them connected to others in a reliable and safe manner.

Rosemary
Community:

Frisco Lakes, Frisco

Transportation is important to me because…
I can no longer drive myself.

The Challenge:
The last few years my vision has declined enough that I can no longer drive my own car. I still live
independently but require dialysis three days a week. I don’t want to burden friends and family by taking
me to my frequent appointments or to run errands and taxi rides are expensive in the suburbs. The
City provides a shuttle for reduced cost but 24-hr advance scheduling is
inconvenient and sometimes during busy times there’s not enough space to
get a ride. I miss being able to go wherever and whenever I want.

My Vision:
I would like an option for transportation that I could request on-demand,
without the need for advance scheduling and capacity limitations that could
leave me without a ride or waiting long periods for a ride. I am on a fixed
income and my appointments are essential to my health, so this service needs
to be reliable and affordable. Having transportation would allow me to continue
living independently in the community where I’ve spent the last 30 years, close
to my friends, my children and my grandchildren.

Visions for Texas Transportation

❝

Kiril “the Cycling Dude” Kundurazieff

“When I grew up in Southern California, I would take
30-, 40-, 50-, 60-mile bike rides and I would use the bus
to get me to and from my starting and ending points
on those bike rides. I was really excited when I heard
the Houston Bike Plan had passed. Multi-use trails do
abound, but I’d like to see more options where cyclists
can safely share the road with motorists. I look forward
to seeing what the future holds.”

Bianca Johnson
Community:
Dallas

Transportation is important to me because…
Transportation is needed to get from one place to another such as commuting to my place of work,
getting children to school, as well getting to medical. Those with no transportation find this very
difficult just to take care of appointments and access the services they need.

The Challenge:
Traffic congestion is a big issue in our city. This includes the infrastructure of the roads being
damaged, construction being done all over the city, and more people are moving from all over the US
to the city.

My Vision:
Our vision is that everyone in Dallas would have safe access to all modes of transportation.

Visions for Texas Transportation

Felipe

Community:
Downtown San Antonio

Transportation is important to me
because…
It’s how I get around.

The Challenge:
I ride my bike downtown from my home to work,
restaurants and the store. I occasionally ride scooters
as well, but poor street conditions and lack of dedicated
bike lanes deter me from riding in certain areas. Longer
routes increase my commute time to the point where I
occasionally decide to just drive.

My Vision:
I envision a future where San Antonio is a city where bikers
and quick trip options are embraced and intentionally
designed to empower. I envision a city that gets bold at
deterring single occupancy vehicles.

❝

Rosemary

“I would like an option for transportation that I could
request on-demand, without the need for advance
scheduling and capacity limitations that could leave
me without a ride or waiting long periods for a ride.
I am on a fixed income and my appointments are
essential to my health, so this service needs to be
reliable and affordable. Having transportation would
allow me to continue living independently in the
community where I’ve spent the last 30 years, close to
my friends, my children and my grandchildren.”

Visions for Texas Transportation

Donna Mack
Handitran Rider

Community:
Arlington

Transportation is important to me because…
People have things to do and places to go. “Who wants to be at home all the time?” I want to be out
in the community and moving around, taking care of everyday things. Arlington is much more spread
out than it used to be, before there were more pockets where activity was more contained. “It’s not fun
being isolated.”

The Challenge:
Availability and flexibility. It is a huge deal to not have anything available on Sundays. I’m very grateful
for Handitran and its ability to go outside of the city but there is nothing seamless that goes from city
to city. Via doesn’t operate where I live and most other people I know with disabilities don’t live in the
operating area.

My Vision:
I would love to see Via more integrated with Handitran as one seamless system. If the Via model was
more integrated with Handitran, you would get more spontaneous ridership.

❝

Maria

“I’m not eligible to use Metro Access, and Uber and
Lyft are not always equipped to transport me with
my wheelchair. Using a taxi service that is handicap
accessible costs me upwards of $80.00 round trip. It’s
exceedingly important for me to be able to schedule
affordable and accessible transportation to my doctor’s
appointments.”

Visions for Texas Transportation

Mari

Community:
Medical Center, San Antonio

Transportation is important to me because…
it’s how I get to work and run errands.

The Challenge:
Driving a car is expensive since I am just out of college and am living on my own. It is important to me
to arrive safely and on-time to work but since I work late-night hours, taking the bus concerns me, not
only regarding safety but also availability. I would love to save the money though!

My Vision:
I envision a future where I don’t feel concerned for my safety taking the bus in the later hours. I also
hope for a transportation option that is less expensive than owning a car and still has a similar travel
time.

Cassandra
Community:

Georgian Hills, Austin

Transportation is important to me because…
It’s how I access my livelihood that supports my kids.

The Challenge:
As a single mom, I have several responsibilities and limited time. I’m currently reliant on public
transportation to get me to and from work, to and from activities for my kids and to and from the
grocery store. Our neighborhood is very winding, and our home is located a little over a half a
mile from the bus stop. One of the biggest challenges each week is carrying the groceries we
purchased from the store back home. I can only carry so much, so we make this trek at least twice a
week. By bus, this trip takes at least an hour, whereas by car it’s a 15-minute drive. I’m mindful of
how I spend my money and I have a difficult time paying $15.00 a week to get to the grocery store
by a ridesharing service.

My Vision:
I’d be relieved to have an affordable and efficient first/last mile
transit service in our neighborhood. A service like this would
help me transport my children and groceries safely home in a
timely manner. I like the ability to choose my own produce and
I’m not always home to receive a grocery delivery service. I’m
hoping that at some point we have an affordable option for first
and last mile transit in my neighborhood.

Highlights in Innovation

PART A:
AUTOMATED
VEHICLES

Introduction
Automated Vehicles include the testing, deployment and creation of
an environment to support the development of automated vehicles
and enabling technologies.
Texas has demonstrated its commitment to deploying and testing
self-driving technology by passing Senate Bill 2205, which governs
automated driving systems (ADS) technology, creating a Connected
and Autonomous Vehicle Task Force to further study self-driving
vehicles, and helping cities, towns, and counties be leaders in ADS
deployments and transportation innovation. With the explosive rate of
population growth across the state, the following projects can help
define how Texas’ residents and visitors may see self-driving services
in a way that complements a rich ecosystem of transportation
options.

TEAM ARLINGTON
Drive.ai Autonomous Vehicle Deployment

The City of Arlington contracted with Drive.ai to launch the first self-driving
ride-hailing service in Texas available on-demand to the general public, which
included residents, workers and visitors. This innovative transportation
initiative operated from October 2018 to May 2019 in Arlington’s
Entertainment District. Passengers used a convenient, on-demand ride hailing
system to connect with employment centers, restaurants, entertainment
venues, public recreational spaces and the Arlington Convention Center.
Vehicles traveled on public streets in mixed traffic, at speeds of up to 35 mph.
A safety driver was present in the vehicles, which were also monitored by
remotely located TeleChoice operators. During the pilot program, over 750
autonomous trips were provided safely and efficiently. This transportation
technology pilot program followed the success of Arlington’s off-street
autonomous shuttle pilot program, known as Milo, which operated from August
2017 to August 2018.
Contact: Lyndsay Mitchell, Strategic Planning Manager, City of Arlington,
Lyndsay.mitchell@arlingtontx.gov

TEAM AUSTIN
The AVs are coming! The AVs are coming!

Ford and Argo AI, an artificial intelligence and robotics company, are working
with the City of Austin to begin testing self-driving vehicles and to ensure the
testing pursues communitywide goals by ultimately integrating plans into the
wider transportation system providing services that are accessible, equitable,
sustainable and, above all, safe. According to City of Austin Mayor Steve Adler,
“With our region’s population on track to double in the next 20 to 25 years,
it’s clear we need to re-think how our right-of-way is used if we want people to
be able to move around our city,” which is becoming a common refrain in Texas
and other cities across the nation and the globe.
Contact: Jason JonMichael, Assistant Director, Smart Mobility, City of Austin
Transportation Department, jason.jonmichael@austintexas.gov / Jorge Riveros,
Smart Mobility Program Manager, City of Austin Transportation Department,
jorge.riveros@austintexas.gov
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TEAM AUSTIN
Austin-Bergstrom Begins Autonomous Vehicle Testing

Travelers can now experience the latest in autonomous transportation
technology as part of a new pilot program at Austin-Bergstrom International
Airport (AUS). Now in a public testing phase, the airport’s Easy Mile EZ10
driverless shuttle is available to transport passengers going between the
Barbara Jordan Terminal and the Rental Car Facility/Ground Transportation.
The shuttle’s current route will take passengers from the terminal to the front
of the Rental Car Facility/Ground Transportation, which is also the location for
the airport’s ground transportation pick-up area for taxis and ride-app services.
Other route options may potentially be explored in further testing. The shuttle
seats six with additional room for standing passengers and has a built-in
automated electric access ramp for wheelchair accessibility. While the vehicle
itself operates autonomously, an AUS attendant is present to assist travelers
and for safety purposes during this pilot program.
Contact: Jason JonMichael, Assistant Director, Smart Mobility, City of Austin
Transportation Department, jason.jonmichael@austintexas.gov / Jorge Riveros,
Smart Mobility Program Manager, City of Austin Transportation Department,
jorge.riveros@austintexas.gov

TEAM BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION
The Smart Shuttle

A two-month deployment to demonstrate new mobility technology options using
an autonomous shuttle around the Texas A&M campus. The shuttle is
operational Monday through Friday from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM is free and open
to the public. After riding, each passenger is requested to fill out an attitude
survey in paper form or they can submit survey feedback via the internet.
Contact: Robert Brydia, TTI Senior Research Scientist, Advanced Transportation
Operations, Texas A&M Transportation Institute, r-brydia@tti.tamu.edu

TEAM BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION
Automated Vehicles for All

The Texas A&M Engineering Experiment Station – in partnership with George
Washington University, University of California Davis, General Motors, NVIDIA,
and National Instruments – were awarded a USDOT Automated Driving Systems
(ADS) grant for $7 million in 2019. The project proposes an extensive data
collection effort using level 4 automated vehicles in College Station, Texas,
Washington, D.C., and Northern Virginia. The vision is to bring the safety
benefits of autonomous driving to all Americans, including multimodal driving
environments and rural roads.
Contact: Alireza Talebpour, Assistant Professor, Zachry Department of Civil
Engineering, Texas A&M University, atalebpour@tamu.edu
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TEAM COASTAL BEND
Autonomous Vehicles to Arrive on Texas A&M University
Corpus Christi

Texas A&M University Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) and the Corpus Christi Regional
Transportation Authority are currently partnering to implement an autonomous
circulator (six-seat golf trolley, the speed ranges 5-10 mph) on the TAMU-CC
campus. The shuttle will route students, faculty, and staff within the university
and be a great leap forward in mobility and partnership. The goal is to launch
the shuttle on campus and later scale operations to enable connectivity with
Downtown and Southside Corpus Christi.
Contact: Gordon Robinson, Director of Planning, Corpus Christi Regional Transit
Authority, grobinson@ccrta.org

TEAM DALLAS
Uber ATG Deployment

Uber will begin an effort to gather data for mapping in the City of Dallas in
November 2019, which may be the first step toward possible self-driving tests
and operations. Activities include developing high-definition maps, capturing
real-world scenarios that can be recreated in simulation and test tracks and
refining the company’s expansion methodology involving identifying key
characteristics within an operational domain in a new city and then running that
data through its autonomy system in simulation and on a test track.
Contact: Tom Bamonte, Senior Program Manager, Automated Vehicle Technology,
North Central Texas Council of Governments, tbamonte@nctcog.org

TEAM FRISCO
First Autonomous Vehicle Deployment Carrying Passengers
on Texas Roads

Frisco partnered with drive.ai and members of the Frisco Transportation
Management Association (Frisco, Denton County Transportation Authority, Frisco
Station, Hall Park and The Star) to successfully complete an 8-month
autonomous vehicle pilot. The pilot provided nearly 5,000 rides and served over
3,100 riders. The deployment operated in a small geo-fenced area and provided
service Monday through Friday from 11am to 7pm to the employees and
residents in the Frisco TMA area.
The pilot was important to Texas because it demonstrated several things
including the following:
• Texas legislative environment can support deployments
• An automated vehicle pilot can be completed safely through proper planning
and coordination by the stakeholders
• Companies like drive.ai can work with cities, transit agencies and other private
partners
• The importance of including first responders while preparing for a deployment
• The importance of preparing a communications team to manage public
relations and crisis management
• Providing opportunities for public education and involvement prior to and
during a deployment
Following completion of the pilot, Frisco and the TMA partners contracted with
the Texas A&M Transportation Institute to conduct a survey of Frisco residents
and drive.ai users to measure consumer acceptance, trust, and their future use
of self-driving vehicles. This research has provided valuable insights into what
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consumers in Frisco think about self-driving vehicles. The results also indicate
the importance of conducting pilots in order to build trust.
Contact: Brian Moen, Assistant Director of Engineering/Transportation, City of
Frisco, bmoen@friscotexas.gov

TEAM HOUSTON
Houston, We have lift-off!

Houston METRO, in partnership with city of Houston, Houston Galveston Area
Council and Texas Southern University launched the region’s first Autonomous
Shuttle on the campus of Texas Southern University. The EasyMile Gen-2
electric autonomous shuttle is being operated by First Transit.
Contact: Kimberly J. Williams, Chief Innovation Officer, Houston METRO,
Kimberly.Williams@ridemetro.org

TEAM HOUSTON
The New Frontier

The Autonomous Vehicle and Smart Mobility Conference was the first hosted by
Houston METRO. The two-day conference began with a community
demonstration of both autonomous vehicles and dockless scooters and bikes.
The second day was also open to the public and featured TX-DOT and thought
leaders from throughout the state and nationally for a discussion on
autonomous vehicle technology and smart mobility.
Contact: Kimberly J. Williams, Chief Innovation Officer, Houston METRO,
Kimberly.Williams@ridemetro.org

TEAM SAN ANTONIO
Autonomous Vehicles to Emerge at Brooks

San Antonio’s innovation office has chosen innovation zones – Brooks,
Downtown, and the Southwest Texas Medical Center – as places to prove out
smart city technology. Starting later in 2019, autonomous vehicles will first be
introduced in the Brooks mixed-use development on the Southeast Side as a
“first mile/last mile” alternative for bus passengers. The vehicles, with drivers
behind the wheel initially, will stick to fixed routes within Brooks. San Antonio
plans to purchase two shuttles that are either already outfitted with autonomous
technology or to equip a retired City vehicle with the appropriate technology. The
self-driving shuttles could solve the problem many riders face either getting to
or going home from a bus stop. The goals for San Antonio include ensuring
passenger safety, but also using driverless vehicles to serve disadvantaged
communities, including elderly and low-income people and those with
disabilities. Within Brooks, work on the autonomous vehicles will focus on how
they might eventually transport people from the new VIA Brooks Transit Center
to their final destination.
Contact: Brian Dillard, Chief Innovation Officer, City of San Antonio,
Brian.Dillard@sanantonio.gov
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PART B:
REAL-TIME DATA

Introduction
Real-Time Data is the development of data management strategies
and practices to capitalize upon timely information to make informed
decisions.
With the rise of new technologies like connected and automated
vehicles, transportation and other public agencies expect to collect a
significant and exponentially growing volume of data. There is a gap,
however, in expertise required to collect, analyze, manage and
integrate multiple data sources from both the public and private
sectors to inform the public as well as improve transportation
operations. In Texas, there is tremendous opportunity to facilitate
freight movement using real-time data, which has downstream
benefits for travelers on city streets and highways.

TEAM ARLINGTON
Smart Mobility Roadway Improvements

The City of Arlington is pursuing a number of projects to improve mobility along
key corridors and at busy intersections. Monitoring devices installed on
roadway signals provide real-time travel time, speed and alert data to
Arlington’s state-of-the-art Traffic Management Center to allow efficient system
adjustments and incident management. Connected vehicle pilot programs have
allowed the City to test devices from multiple vendors using both cellular and
DSRC technology for V2V and V2I communication. Current test sites include
multiple traffic signals, high pedestrian and bike activity zones, a railroad
crossing, and school zones. Arlington is also a member of the Waze Connected
Citizen Program, allowing City staff to share data regarding road closures with
Waze users and to use Waze traffic alerts to identify traffic congestion and
adjust signal timing as needed. All these programs allow better traffic
management by City staff and better communication with roadway users
throughout Arlington, as well as help ensure Arlington is ready to adopt new
smart mobility technologies as they become available.
Contact: Monsur Ahmed, ITS Coordinator, City of Arlington,
Monsur.Ahmed@arlingtontx.gov

TEAM AUSTIN
Connected Corridors

Team Austin continues to deploy DSRC technology at intersections in the
downtown commercial business district (CBD) and in East Austin. At this time,
Team Austin has deployed 11 roadside units (RSUs) from three different
manufacturers to test USDOT sponsored connected vehicle (CV) applications
(singular or stacked), communications protocols and reliability, and the
interoperability of different RSU and on-board unit (OBU) technologies. All
RSUs transmit, at the very minimum, basic safety messages (BSM), signal
phase and timing (SPaT) and intersection geometry (MAP) data. Fourteen more
DSRC deployments are scheduled to be in place by late fall 2019/early spring
2020. Additionally, Team Austin recently announced its partnership with Ford
AV, LLC and is looking forward to the deployment and testing of cellular vehicle
to infrastructure (CV2X) technology, alongside DSRC, in its roadway landscape.
Contact: Jorge Riveros, Smart Mobility Program Manager, City of Austin
Transportation Department, jorge.riveros@austintexas.gov
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TEAM AUSTIN
I-35 Connected Work Zone Project

As part of the USDOT Work Zone Data Exchange efforts, TTI is leading the I-35
Connected Work Zone project to improve freight movement along the
construction corridor. The effort provides long-haul trucks a stream of traveler
information through on-board devices capable of receiving work zone
infrastructure data, including lane-closure locations, delay lengths and projected
delays up to a week in advance.
Contact: Robert Brydia, TTI Senior Research Scientist, Advanced Transportation
Operations, Texas A&M Transportation Institute, r-brydia@tti.tamu.edu

TEAM AUSTIN
Connected Corridors

Team Austin continues to deploy DSRC technology at intersections in the
downtown commercial business district (CBD) and in East Austin. At this time,
Team Austin has deployed 11 roadside units (RSUs) from three different
manufacturers to test USDOT sponsored connected vehicle (CV) applications
(singular or stacked), communications protocols and reliability and the
interoperability of different RSU and on-board unit (OBU) technologies. All RSUs
transmit, at the very minimum, basic safety messages (BSM), signal phase and
timing (SPaT) and intersection geometry (MAP) data. Fourteen more DSRC
deployments are scheduled to be in place by late fall 2019/early spring 2020.
Additionally, Team Austin recently announced its partnership with Ford AV, LLC
and is looking forward to the deployment and testing of cellular vehicle to
infrastructure (CV2X) technology, alongside DSRC, in its roadway landscape.
Contact: Jorge Riveros, Smart Mobility Program Manager, City of Austin
Transportation Department, jorge.riveros@austintexas.gov

TEAM BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION
Make Every Day a Gameday
When Texas A&M University is in session, the total number of faculty, staff and
students makes College Station the fourth largest downtown in Texas. While the
University has a nationally-recognized Game Day Traffic Operation for home
football games, the same level of system integration and real-time information
are needed Monday-Friday. Team members are working on a Campus
Transformational Mobility Plan and a County-wide Transportation Strategic Plan
in partnership with local governments, the Chamber of Commerce, the local
Economic Development Corporation and local universities to integrate planning
and transportation technology innovation.
Contact: Tim Lomax, TTI Research Fellow, Texas A&M Transportation Institute,
t-lomax@tamu.edu
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TEAM COASTAL BEND
Joe Fulton International Trade Corridor (JFC) Upgrades
Intelligent Systems
During grain season, trucks stack on the Joe Fulton International Trade Corridor
adjacent to the Corpus Christi Ship Channel, awaiting their turn at the elevator,
which is inefficient economically, unsafe for all involved and is counter to our
efforts to maintain our ozone attainment status. As part of a broader project to
upgrade intersections and make other structural improvements to manage truck
queuing, the Port of Corpus Christi Authority (PCCA) is installing MioVision
hardware for enhanced freight traffic management and data collection. This
project, for which a construction contract was just awarded, is part of PCCA’s
Technology Advancement Program and is envisioned as the first step in a
phased effort to optimize the JFC and prepare for an increasingly connected
(and automated) truck fleet.
Contact: Jeff Pollack, Director of Planning, Port of Corpus Christi,
jpollack@pocca.com

TEAM FRISCO
Waze Data Sharing with Public and Waze Integration with
Frisco’s First Responders
Through the support of a grant from the North Central Texas Council of
Governments, Frisco joined the Waze Connected Citizens Program and is now
sharing crash notifications, emergency road closures and special event road
closures with Waze. Frisco has also built a dashboard that accepts the Waze
data feed. This dashboard is used by our signal system operators in our Traffic
Operations Center as well as our 911 dispatchers to detect incidents that have
not been reported through the 911 system. The dashboard is also used to help
manage traffic during special events.
Contact: Brian Moen, Assistant Director of Engineering/Transportation, City of
Frisco, bmoen@friscotexas.gov

TEAM HOUSTON
Can You Hear Me Now?
Utilizing a public private partnership with Microsoft and city of Houston, Houston
METRO will pilot wi-fi service on a local route, commuter route and two of its
light rail lines.
Contact: Kimberly J. Williams, Chief Innovation Officer, Houston METRO,
Kimberly.Williams@ridemetro.org
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TEAM HOUSTON
Houston TranStar Connected Vehicle Initiatives
Houston TranStar is evaluating SPaT data by comparing DSRC and C-V2X
technologies with various roadway geometry. They are utilizing the Glance
TravelSafely smartphone application developed by Applied Information to display
notifications such as red-light violation warning and countdown to green.
Houston TranStar is also working with TTI on evaluating different manufacturers’
OBUs on compatibility of the SPaT data with the FM 1960 CV system. Houston
TranStar is focusing on platoon progression of vehicles with I2V, V2I and V2V
communications along SH-105. TTI is leading the research on this project.
Houston TranStar is interested in incorporating the findings with its broader
CV system.
Contact: Steve Chiu, Engineering Specialist, TxDOT Houston District,
steve.chiu@txdot.gov

TEAM HOUSTON
SPaT Challenge
TxDOT has accepted the SPaT Challenge and plans to deploy DSRC
infrastructure with SPaT broadcasts in the Houston District along a 3-5 mile
stretch of I-10 near Barker Cypress. In particular, emergency services may utilize
the technology to enable adaptive traffic signal preemption, allowing emergency
vehicles to reach their destinations as fast as possible. Other technologies
under consideration include Bluetooth low-energy (BLE) technology for mobile
applications as a low-cost alternative solution for V2X communication. TxDOT
believes that these developments can be leveraged to improve emergency
response services by enhancing emergency vehicle preemption (PREEMPT)
along coordinated corridors, informing emergency vehicles with signal, roadway,
and traffic condition messaging, and delivering an efficient and secure CV
emergency management system. As part of its FY19 research efforts, TxDOT RTI
awarded TTI a research project to develop CV implementation procedures and
application guidelines system emergency management in the Houston District.
Houston TranStar has also initiated discussions with Cisco to begin testing their
technology in the corridor. The TCFC Project will continue monitoring the
progress of the project.
Contact: Steve Chiu, Engineering Specialist, TxDOT Houston District,
steve.chiu@txdot.gov

TEAM SAN ANTONIO
VIArrival Real-Time Next Bus Arrival Signage
VIA’s development team has also been working diligently to ensure that its
riders have the most up to date information. VIA has given a fresh new look to
its digital signage located at transit centers. In addition, the arrival times
provided are receiving an update as well. By combining technology that provides
vehicle locations more frequently and advanced Geographic Information System
Mapping techniques VIA hopes to increase rider confidence in its next bus
arrival predictions.
Contact: Steve Young, Vice President of Technology & Innovation, VIA
Metropolitan Transit, steve.young@viainfo.net
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TEAM SAN ANTONIO
Traffic Signaling

San Antonio has continued to deploy advance detection technologies which will
enable the use of improved system analytics next year when the traffic signal
system is updated. We also did a proof of concept for pedestrian protection at a
signalized intersection in downtown San Antonio where conflicting green lights
are held while pedestrians are detected within a crosswalk.
Contact: Marc Jacobson, Traffic Signal Engineer, City of San Antonio,
Marc.Jacobson@sanantonio.gov

TEAM SAN ANTONIO
San Antonio’s Safest Driver Contest

In support of the City’s Vision Zero initiative, an effort to eliminate all roadway
fatalities, TCI launched San Antonio’s Safest Driver Contest during Summer
2018. TCI partnered with Cambridge Mobile Telematics (CMT) who developed a
mobile telematics solution for extracting actionable insights on driving
behaviors. The application used mobile phone sensors to measure driving
behaviors to include acceleration, braking, cornering, speeding and phone
distraction. The application analyzed the data collected and then provided
drivers with tools to analyze their driving in order to achieve real behavioral
change through immediate and ongoing feedback. By accurately measuring
driving quality and providing driver feedback, the Safest Driver Contest brought
awareness to roadway safety through the following methods:
• Reduced unsafe driver behaviors through feedback and tips.
• Encouraged safe driver behaviors through incentives and competition.
• Provided valuable travel information to the San Antonio.
TCI was also able to secure a contest sponsorship with USAA who provided
nearly $70,000 in cash prizes and significant resources needed for a successful
contest. With 14,149 participants, the contest was a huge success. San
Antonio was the third city in the country to host a Safest Driver contest; Boston
had 5,407 participants and Seattle had 4,150 participants. Even more exciting
were the results showing increased safety on our roadways.
Contact: Art Reinhardt, Interim Deputy Director, Transportation & Capital
Improvements, City of San Antonio, Art.Reinhardt@sanantonio.gov
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PART C:
SEAMLESS
MOBILITY

Introduction
Seamless Mobility is a marketplace of public and private options that
are integrated with one another to offer travelers a suite of services
that best meet their mobility needs.
Transit systems are in transition. The market has evolved to include
transportation network companies (TNCs), carshare, bikeshare,
microtransit, etc. and public agencies are challenged to meet
evolving traveler expectations with the choice, connectivity, and
convenience of mobility options that meet all needs. Furthermore, the
transportation options are fractured steps that are needed to
integrate these different options. As Texas continues its patterns of
rapid growth and urbanization, it will be critical to develop a
seamless mobility system where the strengths of the private and
public sectors complement one another to deliver quality service.

TEAM ARLINGTON
Via On-Demand Rideshare Service

Arlington’s Via program is nearing the end of its second year, with over
200,000 rides taken since December 2017. The program has expanded to
cover nearly a third of the city, with plans to continue expansion next year.
Rides are $3 per person per ride and can be booked using the Via smart
phone application or by calling a local phone number.
Contact: Lyndsay Mitchell, Strategic Planning Manager, City of Arlington,
Lyndsay.mitchell@arlingtontx.gov

TEAM AUSTIN
Proving Ground for Micromobility Solutions

Team Austin continues to be a proving ground in the United States for
emergent micromobility solutions, including ride share companies, e-bikes,
e-scooters, e-mopeds, pods, etc. The City organization has worked diligently
and collaboratively with private sector partners to expand their transportation
market solutions in a safe, accessible and equitable way. However, Austin
must continually and quickly look to refine its micromobility policies to address
these new solutions, all while balancing the safety of our transportation
system, the infrastructure demands/constraints and the demands of the eager
micromobility consumer. Team Austin must, and does, stay apprised and
connected to the micromobility market to best deploy solutions that benefit the
community and ensure safety.
Contact: Jason JonMichael, Assistant Director, Smart Mobility, City of Austin
Transportation Department, jason.jonmichael@austintexas.gov
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TEAM BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION
Texas A&M Transformational Mobility Plan

The transportation network on campus includes 37,000 parking spaces in 5
garages and some 150 surface lots, and a university operated bus system
serving 9 million annual riders. Recent additions include Zipcar, Uber, Lyft and
bike share and dockless bike programs. The Texas A&M Campus Master Plan
calls for removing much of the parking in the campus core and moving it to the
periphery of campus. The Campus Transformational Mobility Plan, conducted
by the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI), focuses on creating a greener,
more pedestrian and bicycle-friendly campus. It includes enhancing pedestrian,
bicycle, transit and car-sharing options through the use of innovative
technologies, services, and approaches.
Contact: Dr. Katie Turnbull, Ph. D., Executive Associate Director, Texas A&M
Transportation Institute, k-turnbull@tti.tamu.edu

TEAM DALLAS
Introducing DART with Free UberPool Rides Daily

DART is partnering with Uber to offer pooled rides for customers traveling
through specific zones where there is limited access to transit service. As part
of the program, commuters may take up to two free UberPool trips from an
eligible DART station per day. Riders are allowed up to two UberPool trips from
point-to-point locations inside the eligible zone at $3 per day. The initial
deployment included four zones – UNT Dallas Station, Buckner Station, Parker
Road Station and Northwest Plano Park and Ride lots – and DART plans to
expand to others in the future.
Contact: Todd Plesko, Vice President of Service Planning & Scheduling, DART,
tplesko@dart.org

TEAM DALLAS
Dockless Mobility Pilot Program

Five companies are operating in Dallas with a combined peak deployment of
approximately 3,800 scooters. This was the first Dockless Mobility Pilot
Program in Dallas communities and open to the general public. The program
was successful and will expire on November 28, 2019.
Contact: Towfiq Khan, Assistant Director, City of Dallas,
towfiq.khan@dallascityhall.com
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TEAM EL PASO
Sun Metro Brio Brings Rapid Transit Service

El Paso is experiencing a premier form of transportation known as the Rapid
Transit System, or RTS. Sun Metro broke ground on the first of four RTS
corridors, which introduced El Pasoans to a high-quality transit service that
offers similar benefits to light rail transit, such as improved speed and
reliability, but at a much lower implementation cost. RTS uses modern,
rubber-tire, high capacity vehicles, improved fare collection systems and
controlled traffic signals to move riders more efficiently. Ultimately, Sun Metro
passengers using the RTS will not only save money and reduce their carbon
footprint, they will get to their destinations faster. This new system is known
as the Sun Metro Brio. Brio has various amenities, including: uniquely branded
60-foot articulated buses in mixed traffic; a frequency of 10 minutes (peak
service) to 15 minutes (off-peak service); stations that are about a mile apart;
branded and landscaped stations with improved pedestrian amenities and
signal prioritization. Two new Brio Systems – Alameda and Dyer – launched in
September 2019 will improve the overall public transit system by providing
faster and more effective transportation options that span from the Northeast
and Mission Valley to downtown.
Contact: Francisco Benavidez, Assistant Director for Planning & Safety, Sun
Metro, BenavidezFD1@elpasotexas.gov

TEAM HOUSTON
Community Connector Service on Demand

Houston METRO’s Community Connectors bring personalized, curb-todestination bus service directly to riders. The program enables anyone in the
Acres Homes community to travel anywhere within a five-mile zone. Key
destinations include the Acres Homes Transit Center and Walmart. Since the
Acres Homes connector has proved popular, a second community connector
was launched in Missouri City.
Contact: Kimberly J. Williams, Chief Innovation Officer, Houston METRO,
Kimberly.Williams@ridemetro.org

TEAM SAN ANTONIO
VIA Reimagined

VIA has reimagined mobility in San Antonio by delivering a Better Bus System
with Smart Transit Solutions while designing an Advanced Rapid Transit
Network so the people you love can spend more time doing the things they
love. The idea builds on strategies that have already increased ridership
through higher frequency on bus routes, more than 1,000 new and improved
bus shelters, and free mobile apps that make it easier to get around. VIA’s
reimagined campaign hinges on three primary focus areas. VIA intends to build
a Better Bus System through robust systemwide improvements to the bus
network including more frequent, reliable transit. An Advanced Rapid Transit
Network will consist of corridors connecting the region’s major community
destinations and employment centers by exploring the benefits of dedicated
bus lanes and connecting park & ride services with High-Occupancy Vehicle
(HOV) lanes. VIA’s investments to keep the system smart and flexible through
the development of its mobile apps including goMobile and the new VIA Link
on-demand service will enhance Smart Transit options.
Contact: Steve Young, Vice President of Technology & Innovation, VIA
Metropolitan Transit, steve.young@viainfo.net
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TEAM SAN ANTONIO
Brooks Transit Center

VIA’s new Brooks Transit Center provides a connection to all the exciting
growth happening at Brooks, a dynamic community with a rich history and new
opportunities. Brooks is now home to VIA’s latest Smart Transit Hub, a
state-of-the-art facility that showcases technology and innovation for a better
customer experience. From the Brooks Transit Center, riders can connect to
more places beyond Brooks on several routes including frequent service on
new Prímo 102 and Route 552. The newest of VIA’s transit centers deliver the
most up to date passenger amenities including a newly developed real-time
next bus arrival sign system, automated ticket vending machines, free Wi-Fi,
and one of seven of the city’s new Digital Community Kiosks that were placed
on VIA properties.
Contact: Steve Young, Vice President of Technology & Innovation, VIA
Metropolitan Transit, steve.young@viainfo.net

TEAM SAN ANTONIO
Innovations in Dockless Vehicle Options

As e-scooters and e-bikes have become increasingly popular, the City of San
Antonio is committed to striking a balance between innovative transportation
options and providing safe, accessible sidewalks and streets. On October 11,
2018, the San Antonio City Council approved a six-month dockless vehicle
pilot program. These rules will improve public safety and enable San Antonio to
gather data related to ridership and the value of this new transportation mode.
The pilot program went into effect on October 19, 2018. On May 30, 2019,
City Council approved allowing currently permitted dockless vehicle operators
to apply for permit extensions through September 30, 2019, so that dockless
vehicle services continue uninterrupted until the conclusion of a Request for
Proposals (RFP). Companies that are currently permitted for more than 1,000
vehicles will be limited to 50 percent of their current permit total. The
maximum number of permits that could be obtained by the seven operators is
8,850, which is a significant decrease from the current total of 16,100. No
new companies will be able to obtain permits during this extension period.
Three operators will be selected through an RFP process to operate a total of
5,000 vehicles. The RFP was issued on June 7, 2019, and remained open for
45 days, with a due date of July 22, 2019. The process is expected to result in
contracts for City Council consideration in November 2019.
Contact: Art Reinhardt, Interim Deputy Director, Transportation & Capital
Improvements, City of San Antonio, Art.Reinhardt@sanantonio.gov

TEAM SAN ANTONIO
VIA Link On-Demand Pilot Project

VIA Link is transit service when you need it. It’s a pilot program designed to
provide on-demand transit in the Northeast San Antonio area. VIA Link is a
ride-sharing program where people may reserve a van to take a trip with as
many as five people going to various destinations. Like Uber or Lyft service,
customers can request a trip through a convenient app and can begin and end
a trip anywhere within the pilot zone or connect with the regular VIA bus
service to continue their trip.
Contact: Steve Young, Vice President of Technology & Innovation, VIA
Metropolitan Transit, steve.young@viainfo.net
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PART D:
ENERGY &
SUSTAINBILITY

Introduction
Energy & Sustainability encourages regions to support increasing
mobility demand while reducing pollution to sustain healthy, vibrant
communities.
Many Texas regions face the growing challenge of pollution from
mobile sources as congestion and traffic demand intensify. The most
promising actions that governments can take to mitigate
transportation-related impacts are enabling and encouraging the use
of shared and active mobility, as well as using low- or zero-emissions
vehicles where appropriate. Regions working towards these goals are
challenged with effectively siting supporting infrastructure for
electric vehicles, enabling transportation network companies and
taxi fleets to operate with electric vehicles, encouraging safe and
effective forms of shared mobility, and developing partnerships with
the utilities serving the cities.

TEAM AUSTIN
Austin SHINES with Innovation in Energy Storage

The Austin Sustainable and Holistic Integration of Energy Storage and Solar
Photovoltaics (SHINES) project improves the way that Austin Energy generates,
delivers, and consumes electricity. The SHINES project supports the city’s goal
of 65% renewable energy generation, local solar and storage goals by 2027.
The goal of the project is to optimize the value stream for solar and storage
with a business model developed for grid, commercial and residential
applications. Collectively, the following integrated resources make up the
Austin SHINES project: two utility scale energy storage system, multiple
customer-sited energy storage systems at residential and commercial
properties, smart inverters real-time data feeds, a distributed energy resource
optimizer and a vehicle-to-grid component. The integration of these
technologies helps to further deliver clean, affordable, reliable energy to our
customers.
Contact: Karl Popham, EV & Emerging Technology Manager, Austin Energy,
Karl.Popham@austinenergy.com

TEAM AUSTIN
Capital Metro Takes Major Step Toward All-Electric Fleet

Capital Metro marked two important milestones toward Project Connect, its
sustainable and connected vision for regional transportation. The agency’s
board of directors approved a contract that will put the first electric buses on
Austin streets by the end of 2019, and started the transformation of a former
warehouse into a storage and smart charging facility for future electric
vehicles. The new bus yard will be able to accommodate 214 buses.
Contact: Rob Borowski, Sustainability Officer, Capital Metro,
Robert.Borowski@capmetro.org
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TEAM AUSTIN
Pecan Street & Austin Energy Partner to Enable Possible
Microgrid Applications

Energy research center Pecan Street and utility Austin Energy have launched
Texas’ first vehicle-to-grid (V2G) research and testing center, which will work on
hardware and software innovations to enable V2G to go mainstream, with
possible application for microgrids down the road. V2G describes the
electricity flowing to and from plug-in electric vehicles and the grid to help
offset peak demand and provide greater flexibility in accessing energy
resources. For example, an EV used for a daily commute can be parked and
connected to a charge/discharge unit at the end of the day with energy
transferred from the EV’s battery to the grid’s distribution feeder. Later that
night, the EV can recharge with wind energy or other sources when energy
demand and prices are lower. This means that V2G offers the potential of
addressing two challenges that come with renewable energy resources – the
intermittency of wind and solar and the equally important issue of curtailment,
where excess renewable energy is wasted for lack of real-time demand. Pecan
Street is supporting the Austin SHINES project at the residential level.
Researchers at the organization’s lab in East Austin are gathering data from a
2018 Nissan Leaf powered by a 40-kW battery pack.
Contact: Karl Popham, EV & Emerging Technology Manager, Austin Energy, Karl.
Popham@austinenergy.com

TEAM HOUSTON
Climate Action Plan

Although famous for its oil and gas industry, Houston is the largest municipal
user of renewable energy in the US and has reduced its greenhouse gas
emissions by 35% since 2007. The Houston Climate Action Plan will be the first
community-wide effort to identify cost-effective and practical measures for
Houston to reduce its overall greenhouse gas emissions. Support from both
the private and not-for-profit sector demonstrates the growing community
support for Houston to continue to accelerate its focus on reducing emissions
and improving overall quality of life. The goal of the plan is for Houston to bring
together stakeholders from across the community to develop a variety of
cost-effective energy efficiency, renewable energy and transportation
measures that will reduce community-wide greenhouse gas emissions and
uphold the goals of the Paris Agreement. Houston is partnering with the
Houston Advanced Research Center (HARC), a regional sustainability research
institute to help lead the development of the plan and with C40, a global
non-profit that works with cities to develop and implement plans to mitigate
carbon risk. Together, the team will be looking to the community for ideas and
recommendations to ensure a plan is developed that matches the ethos of
Houston. With a target completion date of December 2019, the publication of
the plan will allow Houston to start in 2020 with a defined path forward to
reduce carbon emissions and continue to lead global cities in efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
Contact: a Cottingham, Chief of Staff and Chief Sustainability Officer, City of
Houston, lara.cottingham@houstontx.gov
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TEAM HOUSTON
Resilience Strategy Development

Resilient Houston is based on five themes that emerged from the “discovery
areas” identified in the Resilience Assessment and used by Resilient Houston
working group members to organize our approach to increasing resilience in
Houston: 1) A Healthy Place to Live, 2) An Equitable and Inclusive City, 3) A
Transformative Economy, 4) A Leader in Climate Adaptation, and 5) A City that
Grows Up, Not Out. The Chief Resilience Officer (CRO) for the City of Houston
leads the city’s partnership with 100 Resilient Cities – Pioneered by the
Rockefeller Foundation. The CRO leads city-wide resilience-building efforts to
help Houston prepare for, withstand, and bounce back from the “shocks”
– catastrophic events like hurricanes, floods, and cyberattacks – and
“stresses” – slow-moving disasters like aging infrastructure, homelessness,
and economic inequality, which are increasingly part of 21st century life. The
first phase of the resilience strategy development process was completed in
May 2019 with the development of Houston’s Resilience Assessment.
Contact: Marissa Aho, Chief Resilience Officer, City of Houston,
marissa.aho@houstontx.gov

TEAM SAN ANTONIO
SA Climate Ready Plan

SA Climate Ready is a framework for reducing San Antonio’s local carbon
emissions and adapting to a changing climate. The mitigation and adaptation
strategies identified in this plan focuses on addressing the needs of all
residents while supporting our community’s goals for good jobs, more
transportation options and cleaner air. The Draft Climate Action and
Adaptation Planning Process at its core is rooted in robust community
conversations and local experiences and expertise to provide a plan for all San
Antonians. This draft plan is a result of the work of dedicated community
stakeholders who met monthly since February 2018, as well as the thousands
of San Antonians who provided input throughout the plan development
process. The most recent draft was released in October 2019 for community
feedback.
Contact: Julia Murphy, Chief Sustainability Officer, City of San Antonio,
julia.murphy@sanantonio.gov
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PART E:
EQUITY & ACCESS

Introduction
Equity & Access underpins a mobility system that enables all
communities to access economic opportunities.
Transportation has been identified as a barrier to accessing jobs,
medical care, schools, and other critical services. In Texas, car
ownership is often essential to access economic opportunity. The
challenge is widespread: it exists for vulnerable and underserved
communities in regions where affordability, displacement and rapid
growth are applying pressure. It is also impacting smaller or more
rural communities that are particularly limited in their budgets to
meet their residents’ needs. As new developments in technology
emerge, it will be critical for public agencies to develop a mobility
system that continues serving all communities.

TEAM BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION
Rural Fiber Optic Broadband Deployment

To address the lack of broadband access in rural areas the Brazos Valley
Council of Governments received multiple grants to construct a fiber optic
network in its seven county, mostly rural region. The project consists of a
northern ring and southern ring. The rings connect independent school
districts, local government offices and medical facilities to a central hub to
provide reliable and low-cost access to broadband. The southern ring went
“live” in September 2019 and the northern ring is expected to be activated in
early 2020. One goal of this network is to try and reduce the need for longdistance travel for medical trips by providing a reliable broadband connection
for tele-medicine.
Contact: Michael Parks, AICP, Assistant Executive Director, Brazos Valley Council
of Governments, mparks@bvcog.org

TEAM BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION
Transportation Training for Medical Professionals

A partnership between the Bryan/College Station MPO, Brazos Valley Center
for Independent Living, Brazos Valley Council of Governments and the United
Way to develop and train medical professionals about transportation options
for patients without access to a vehicle. The region encompasses seven
counties, six of which are considered rural, and providing access to medical
care in Bryan/College Station for persons without access to a vehicle is
problematic. Training will commence in late 2019 and be completed in early
2020.
Contact: Dan Rudge, Executive Director, BCS Metropolitan Planning
Organization, drudge@bcsmpo.org
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TEAM HOUSTON
Emergency TeleHealth and Navigation Solution (ETHAN)

Like many cities, Houston was facing a real problem, one that was negatively
impacting their resources for emergency response. With nearly 4,000
firefighters protecting over 2.2 million people, the Houston Fire Department
(HFD) can receive over 600,000 emergency calls each year. This can translate
to over 400 EMS transports every day, so even a small percentage of
unnecessary calls can have a dramatic impact on response times, quality of
services, equipment wear and hospital wait times. So HFD decided to do
something about it. In partnership with Cisco and Panasonic, they developed
the Emergency TeleHealth and Navigation solution (ETHAN). ETHAN is a
tablet-based mobile solution that empowers both emergency services and
citizens to coordinate out-of-hospital care to eliminate unnecessary and costly
ambulance rides. Upon arriving on-site, first responders ask themselves five
introductory questions (such as are their signs of physical abuse, a gun
present, etc.). If the answer is no to all, the tablet is then activated and a
connection to an Emergency Operations Center established. There, medical
doctors can interview the patient in real-time video, via the tablet, to better
determine the proper medical response. Real-time data sharing and video
conferencing allows the physician to better understand the patient’s situation
and offer the appropriate option, which may include ambulance transport to a
hospital, city-paid taxi service to a medical facility or a reference to an
appropriate provider. Emergency workers can even connect instantly with a
partner clinic preferred by the patient, and schedule an appointment. In over
80 percent of incidents, an ambulance ride is unnecessary.
Contact: Dr. Michael Gonzalez, Houston Fire Department,
MichaelG.Gonzalez@houstontx.gov

TEAM HOUSTON
Hi Honey, I’m home!

Houston METRO is using Bluetooth technology to communicate with smart
phones to help guide sight-impaired customers to their bus stops. Small
beacons are being placed at hundreds of bus stops allowing riders to plot their
location in a mapping program. Known as “Find My Stop”, this new initiative is
part of METRO’s efforts to increase the accessibility of the system.
Contact: Randy Frazier, Houston METRO, Randy.Frazier@ridemetro.org
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PART F:
FREIGHT &
LOGISTICS

Introduction
Equity & Access underpins a mobility system that enables all
communities to access economic opportunities.
Transportation has been identified as a barrier to accessing jobs,
medical care, schools and other critical services. In Texas, car
ownership is often essential to access economic opportunity. The
challenge is widespread: it exists for vulnerable and underserved
communities in regions where affordability, displacement, and rapid
growth are applying pressure. It is also impacting smaller or more
rural communities that are particularly limited in their budgets to
meet their residents’ needs. As new developments in technology
emerge, it will be critical for public agencies to develop a mobility
system that continues serving all communities.

Texas Connected Freight Corridors

The Texas Connected Freight Corridors Project is a collaborative effort with
public and private stakeholders to deploy connected vehicle technologies to
more than 1,000 commercial vehicles to improve traveler information, asset
condition management and system performance. The project launched on April
1, 2019, and is set to continue through 2023. Goals of the project include
increasing the safety of the traveling public, reducing truck-related crashes and
reducing the time trucks spend in congestion. The project will test up to twelve
connected vehicle applications, such as Work Zone Warning, Queue Warning
and Wrong Way Driving Alert, along the Texas Triangle routes of I-10, I-30, I-35,
and I-45. In the long term, TxDOT believes these applications can be
transferred to other highway corridors where similar safety and mobility
challenges exist. Trucks are a significant portion of the traffic on Texas
highways. Improving freight operations in these corridors improves mobility,
reliability and safety while reducing environmental impacts, not only for freight
operations, but for all travelers and vehicles operating on these highways.
Contact: Jianming Ma, Senior Transportation Engineer, TxDOT,
Jianming.Ma@txdot.gov

I-10 Corridor Coalition Supports Truck Parking

The Federal Highway Administration has awarded the Texas Department of
Transportation nearly $7 million to fund a truck parking availability system
along Interstate 10 in four states. I-10 stretches across the southern part of
the country, running from Santa Monica, California, to Jacksonville, Florida. It
serves as an important link for freight moving between the ports in Los
Angeles and Houston. Another goal for the project is to improve safety. If a
trucker runs out of service hours, he or she will sometimes park in an unsafe
location, such as the shoulder of a highway or ramp. Readily available truck
parking information should help drivers locate a safe place to rest. Beyond
that, trucks parked on highways and ramps can create the need for
maintenance repairs in those places. Texas hopes that the project can serve
as a model for truck parking projects and interstate collaboration.
Contact: Caroline Mays, Director, Freight, Trade, and Connectivity Section,
TxDOT, caroline.mays@txdot.gov
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TEAM NORTH TEXAS
AllianceTexas Mobility Innovation Zone

Recognized development firm Hillwood is working with public and private
partners to establish AllianceTexas as a leading site for testing and
implementing new logistics and transportation innovations at scale. The
26,000-acre intermodal terminal is an ideal site for hosting all comers in the
new mobility space. Hillwood has teamed up with Deloitte’s future mobility
practice to organize and lead the effort to make AllianceTexas a world-class
“do-tank.” More info, http://fortworthtexas.gov/news/2019/08/AllianceInnovation-Zone/.
Contact: Russell Laughlin, Executive Vice President, Hillwood,
Russell.Laughlin@hillwood.com

TEAM NORTH TEXAS
Automated Freight

North Texas is attracting the attention of automated freight companies by
matching its booming logistics and shipping industries with a pro-innovation
environment. Several automated freight companies have begun operations
in DFW, including Kodiak and Starsky Robotics. Recently, the US Postal
Service conducted a pilot program to deliver mail between Phoenix and Dallas
using automated trucks from TuSimple. Read more, https://dallasinnovates.
com/testing-ground-why-north-texas-is-a-growing-hub-for-selfdriving-trucks/.
Contact: Tom Bamonte, Senior Program Manager, Automated Vehicle
Technology, North Central Texas Council of Governments, tbamonte@nctcog.org

TEAM HOUSTON
Partnership between Kroger & Nuro to Test Automated
Grocery Delivery

Kroger and driverless vehicle company Nuro have officially launched their
driverless grocery delivery service within Houston. While the autonomous
Toyota Priuses will be self-driving, they will be manned with a driver monitoring
the roadway and a co-pilot monitoring the technology inside the car. Unmanned
vehicles, created by Nuro, will debut at an unspecified date later in 2019.
Service is currently operational within five zipcodes in the Houston area and
Kroger has identified 12 to 14 Houston-area stores where the service might be
added.

TEAM SAN ANTONIO
Partnership between HEB & Udelv to Test Automated
Grocery Delivery

In fall 2019, HEB plans to try out self-driving vans to deliver groceries to
customers on the streets around the San Antonio-based chain’s Olmos Park
store. The retailer is working with Udelv, an autonomous delivery startup in
California. During the first phase of the pilot program, an Udelv employee will
drive a van developed by the startup with an HEB employee along for the ride
to help with deliveries. As the vehicle’s computer brain collects and analyzes
data and learns the optimal routes, it will eventually take over the driving.
However, HEB will still have the ability to control the van remotely, according to
the company.
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AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Big Data: Management and Open Platforms
Communications and Telematics
Connected Vehicles

TOOLS & SERVICES

Cisco is a leader in secure reliable network connectivity, edge computing
and software integration offering an innovative solution set capable of
contributing towards the Texas Proving Grounds and encouraging data
sharing:
• Kinetic – An integration fabric that allows real-time decision making
utilizing existing and new sensors as well as aides in future proofing of
connected vehicle technologies.
• Edge Computing – Hardware that allows processing to occur at the
roadside in real time.
• Secure Network Connectivity – We have been connecting anything and
everything for the last 30 years, and have also become the largest cyber
security company in the world.
INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
Cisco solutions help cities become safer, more mobile, efficient and
economically viable. Once a maze of independent systems, citizens, roads,
cars, transit and city systems can all work together in a converged
intelligent network that enables data sharing across all modes of
transportation and city services. Cisco has been named by Navigant and
other 3rd parties as the leader in Smart Cities, we have over 140
deployments globally. In addition, our technology is leading the way in how
connected vehicles are communicating and cities and other agencies are
utilizing the data.
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Big Data: Management and Open Platforms
Sensor-Based Infrastructure
Smart City Solutions

TOOLS & SERVICES

FLIR is an industry leader in smart city solutions, our innovative
technologies range from above ground video detection, to V2X
communication between intersections and connected vehicles:
• Detection – FLIR’s robust portfolio of smart sensors includes thermal,
visual, radar and combinations of each technologies. These allow for
accurate advanced and stop bar detection of vehicles, bicycles,
pedestrians and animals in a variety of conditions.
• Highway monitoring and AID – Detect stopped vehicles, wrong-way
drivers, queues, slow-moving vehicles, fallen objects or pedestrians in a
matter of seconds, ensuring the prevention of secondary accidents.
• WIFI Technology – Several of FLIR’s new smart sensors and hardware
have integrated WIFI detection capabilities, allowing agencies to monitor
traffic flows, travel times and congestion. Acyclica helps agencies
understand how people are moving.
INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
FLIR Systems, Inc. designs, develops, manufactures, markets and
distributes technologies that enhance perception and awareness. Our
intelligent traffic solutions make roads safer, reduce congestion and
improve the overall efficiency of infrastructure around the world. FLIR strives
to strengthen public safety and well-being, increase energy and time
efficiency and contribute to healthy and intelligent communities.

PAST & ONGOING PARTNERSHIPS

FLIR is empowering municipal decisions to achieve concrete community
impact through several partnerships:
• North Texas Tollway Authority, TXDOT Houston, City of San Antonio
– Implementing FLIR’s Wrong Way Driver detection system to keep
highways safe.
• City of Austin, City of Dallas, City of San Antonio, Texas A&M
Transportation Institute – Utilizing FLIR detection to help keep
pedestrians safe.
• City of Arlington, City of Richardson, City of Grand Prairie, City of
Corpus Christi, City of Loredo – Collecting Wi-Fi data using FLIR sensors
to monitor travel times, congestion and improve traffic flows.
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Big Data: Analytics and Mobility Applications
Connected Vehicles
Shared Mobility

TOOLS & SERVICES

Ford Mobility is offering an innovative solution set:
• C-V2X Connected Vehicle Technology Deployment Support: Ford has
been working to develop solutions that will help public agencies create
more capable infrastructure for connecting vehicles to their surroundings
and to larger communications systems.
• Data Analytics: Ford Mobility’s City Insights products provide data-driven
analytics to cities and mobility professionals through a collection of
decision-enabling tools, custom algorithms and data services presented
through an interactive online user interface.
• Digital Kerbspace: Digital Kerbspace is a suite of bespoke solutions that
have been developed in collaboration with city and local government
partners to digitize the Curb, ingest existing datasets, visualize curb data
and offer API access to curb data.
• Microtransit: TransLoc®/Journey Holdings provides a fixed route and
on-demand microtransit software suite, equipping transit operators with
the technical means needed to design service planning innovations and
operate agency-owned microtransit.
INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
At Ford Mobility our belief, that freedom of movement drives human
progress, fuels our passion for designing smart vehicles for a smart world.
We’re working with cities to bring that freedom to everyone by
conceptualizing new ways of connecting vehicles and infrastructure,
designing transportation services that connect more people to more places
and collaborating to create a better mobility system built on vast amounts
of data tailored to the city experience. The Ford team designs, grows and
invests in emerging mobility services and connectivity solutions to help put
cities in motion.

PAST & ONGOING PARTNERSHIPS

Ford Mobility is empowering municipal decisions to achieve concrete
community impact through a number of partnerships across North America
and Europe:
• City of Austin – Austin will become the third launch market for self-driving
vehicles.
• Colorado Dept. of Transportation (CDOT) – Working with CDOT,
Panasonic and Qualcomm on C-V2X deployment.
• Shared Streets/CurbLR – Partnered to provide an open data standard
for cities, companies and civic tech groups to produce, share and
consume data.
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AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Traffic Operations, Planning, and Performance Assessment
Roadway Analytics and Mobility Applications
Connected and Automated Vehicles

TOOLS & SERVICES

INRIX is a leader in connecting cars to Smart Cities – offering an innovative
solution set for system monitoring, planning and project prioritization:
• Real-Time Traffic, Incidents, Work Zone and Parking Data – INRIX
Monitoring Sites and APIs cover all use cases for traffic, incidents (safety
alerts), work zone and parking operations.
• Origin-Destination Data – INRIX Trip Reports provide individual
observations including O-D as well as discrete waypoints to identify
specific routing of each trip.
• Complete Analytic Suites – Suite of web-based tools to easily turn big
data into valuable information with quick visualizations. Easy access to
historical data archives.
• Road Rules – industry-first web-based tool for cities and road authorities
to digitize and manage their traffic rules and restrictions to support
comprehensive curbside management, including safe and effective
deployment of highly automated vehicles.
INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
INRIX is the global leader in connected car services and transportation
analytics, a new approach that leverages big data and the cloud to help
manage urban mobility. By aggregating a variety of sources and applying
intelligence, INRIX delivers comprehensive data and solutions to help move
people, cities and businesses forward. Our partners are automakers,
governments, mobile operators, developers, advertisers, as well as
enterprises large and small. INRIX collects billions of anonymous data
points every day from a diverse set of sources, providing real-time and
historical information on all freeway, principal arterials and most minor
arterials across Texas.

PAST & ONGOING PARTNERSHIPS

INRIX is empowering municipal decisions to achieve concrete community
impact through a number of partnerships:
• CATT Lab at University of Maryland (UMD) – The Center for Advanced
Transportation Technology (CATT) Lab at UMD provide a powerful suite of
roadway performance measures, both real-time and historical.
• StreetLight Data – StreetLight Insights is a comprehensive web-based
platform for location based (O-D) analysis.
• Consultant Engineering and Planning Partners – INRIX provides direct
access to both data and analytics to industry leading consulting firms who
specialize in servicing public sector clients.
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Big Data: Management and Open Platforms
Internet of Things (IoT)
Optical/Wan

TOOLS & SERVICES

Netsync is offering an innovative solution set:
• Enterprise Networking and Wireless: Netsync specializes in constructing
complex enterprise networking and wireless solutions for organizations.
We architect scalable, flexible systems that turn the enterprise networks
of old into transformational infrastructures that help businesses do more
business.
• Security: Netsync realizes that security today involves every form of asset
– both physical and virtual, and it’s important for businesses to invest in
advanced threat analysis to prevent the infiltration of critical network and
data storage systems.
• Internet of Things: IoT applications are expanding every single day.
Classrooms benefit from higher degrees of device integration, and even
city municipalities are embracing the benefits of smart technology.
Netsync advises organizations on practical IoT applications that reduce
costs, improve metrics and maximize convenience.
INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
Netsync is an NMSDC-certified minority business enterprise (MBE), federally
certified woman-owned small business (WOSB), and HUB-certified valueadded reseller (VAR), specializing in the implementation of comprehensive
IT lifecycle solutions for a wide array of organizations. Netsync has
extensive experience performing large-scale implementations and deploying
complex IT solutions for K-12 and higher education institutions, civic
organizations, municipalities, government agencies and corporate clients
across several industries including energy, healthcare, retail and financial
services.
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Stock Market of Rides
Shared Mobility
Market Based Navigation

TOOLS & SERVICES

SeatsX is a world leader in transforming a ride into a tradeable commodity,
innovating streets into financial markets, innovating navigation based on
real time street route markets:
• SeatsX Trading Engine – White label your Metro or City app over the
SeatsX ride trading engine.
• StreetLabsX Intelligent Routing – Multi-modal fixed and dynamic route
routing software. New innovative multi-layered multi-modal route
topologies based on markets.
• RoutesX Market Based Navigation – Turn by turn navigation routed by
market pricing.
INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
SeatsX – The Stock Market of Rides has pioneered the commuting industry
with the first and only ride trading system in the world. SeatsX has over 58
patents and patents pending on the inventions of innovating streets into
financial markets for unparalleled efficiency in boosting ridership and
creating forward markets to manage transportation capacity risk. SeatsX
has also innovated turn-by-turn navigation linked and routed by real time
markets on commute routes.

PAST & ONGOING PARTNERSHIPS

SeatsX is empowering municipal decisions to achieve concrete community
impact through a number of partnerships across North America and Europe:
• Denton County Transportation Authority – Mobility as a service.
• United States Federal Department of Transportation – Innovating streets
into financial markets to boost ridership, reduce congestion and allow
more transportation options.
• Houston Star Metro – Van pool mobility as a service.
• Orlando LYNX – Fixed and dynamic route routing and market engine.
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KEY PARTERS

Thank you to Team San Antonio for hosting the 2019
Texas Mobility Summit. A special thanks to the City
of San Antonio, VIA Metropolitan Transit, Bexar
County and Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)
for your leadership and support at this year’s Key
Partners. We thank the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) for their commitment to
collaboration and advancing mobility and innovation
across Texas. In particular, we recognize Mayor
Ron Nirenberg of the City of San Antonio, Jeff Arndt
of VIA Metropolitan Transit, Judge Nelson Wolff and
Commissioner Kevin Wolff of Bexar County, Steve
Dellenback of SwRI and James Bass of TxDOT
for their continued leadership, public service and
dedication to innovative mobility solutions.
The Texas Innovation Alliance recognizes the Summit
as a symbol where Texas stands united in the pursuit
of innovation. This is an opportunity for us to meet
our common challenges with shared solutions. As
a network of diverse partners, the Alliance leverages
collective ingenuity and resources to be a force
multiplier for mobility innovation.

SPONSORS

Thank you to all of our sponsors for your commitment,
leadership and participation in the Texas Mobility
Summit. We deeply appreciate your support and
contributions to the success of the event and the
Texas Innovation Alliance. We look forward to
continuing to foster public-private partnerships –
improving lives, safety and economic prospects
of all Texas communities through innovative mobility
solutions.

Thank you to our Wayfinding Partners:
Cisco

Thank you to our Gold Sponsors:
GoCarma, SeatsX, and Ford.

Thank you to our Silver Sponsors:
FLIR, INRIX, and Netsync
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The Texas Innovation Alliance thanks everyone who
contributed to the success of the 2019 Texas Mobility
Summit. The leadership and support from the Texas
Department of Transportation (TxDOT) has been
instrumental in developing the process, engaging
stakeholders and facilitating partnership
opportunities. A sincere thanks to Darran Anderson,
Director of Strategy & Innovation, for his direction and
ethos of collaboration. We deeply appreciate the
support of TxDOT’s Division of Strategic Planning,
including Kent Marquardt, Yvette Flores, Stacey
Strittmatter, Zeke Reyna and James Kuhr, who work
diligently to enable the success of the Summit and
Alliance activities.

talents and expertise. We thank the Organization
Committee, including Brian Dillard, Candelaria
Mendoza, Carlos Valenzuela of the City of San
Antonio, Steve Young and Aaryn Smith of VIA
Metropolitan Transit, Lauren Mandel of Bexar County,
Brent Becker of Southwest Research Institute,
Housman & Associates and others who were
essential in bringing the Summit to fruition. We are
grateful for the partnership with Mark Dowd and Liz
McSpiritt of the Smart Cities Lab and appreciate the
insights and guidance of Joe Willhite and Shelley Row.

We appreciate Dr. C. Michael Walton, Cockrell
Centennial Chair in Engineering at the University of
Texas at Austin and Chair of the Texas Technology
Task Force (TTTF), the TTTF members and the Center
for Transportation Research for contributing their

To the Team Leads, we recognize your leadership,
advancement of emerging technologies and
collaboration for the benefit of all Texas communities.
Thank you to the team members, industry
representatives, distinguished speakers and many
others for continuing Texas’ leadership in mobility and
innovation. Through our collective efforts, we are
preparing Texas to leverage our growth to our
advantage while shaping the future of transportation.
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